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INLucE TuA
In Thy Light
The Journey
HERE'S NOTHING LIKE A GOOD LONG WALK.

T

Every summer, I disappear for a few days
into the woods of northern Michigan, near
where I grew up. This year, I walked along the Lake
Superior shore near Pictured Rocks. I spend most
of each day on the trails, with camping kit, food,
and a book or two stuffed into my pack. There are
a few other people every day on the trails, but not
many. In camp at night, you get to talk to other
hikers about where they came from that day and
about the other spots their hikes have taken them.
But most of my time on such hikes is spent quietly
and privately, which gives me an opportunity to
think about the kinds of things that are hard to
think about during the constant press of daily life.
My walks through the woods give me time to consider how my life has changed over the past year
and wonder where my life might take me next.
It's natural to think about the course of your
life while on a long walk. From John Bunyan to
Dante to more recent authors such as Cormac
McCarthy in his bleak tale The Road, authors have
used the metaphor of a journey on foot to signify
the long journey that comprises every human life.
The twists in the road, the obstacles that block our
path, the wrong turns and doubling back, these
all tell the story of our lives and our search for
happiness and hope, the story of our souls' longing for God.
Another example is found in Wendell Berry's
wonderful novel Jayber Crow. Martha Greene
Eads's essay, "Suffering unto Salvation," traces
the lifelong pilgrimage of an orphan boy, a journey that begins with him walking the roads lonely
and isolated and leads him ultimately to recognize the immense love he feels for a tiny town that
becomes his home. Also in this issue, Susanna

Childress, in "Instructions for the Vocationally
Challenged," offers a sort of roadmap that will
be of great use for those planning their own journeys (especially for anyone who has ever thought
about making a career of babysitting).
Two review essays in this issue say something
about the kinds of missteps we often make on this
journey. David K. Weber reviews David Brooks's
book The Social Animal, in which Brooks surveys recent findings in neuroscience that indicate
human beings will experience life as most fulfilling not when they achieve the greatest successes
as individuals, but when they live out their lives
within a web of loving, stable relationships. And
Christina Bieber Lake considers the recent film
Limitless as an example of how technology offers
a false hope of transforming our lives and bringing us a sort of happiness that, if it really existed,
would take us beyond the flaws that cannot be
escaped during our lives in the here and now.

***
After sixteen years on the job, poetry editor
John Ruff has decided to pass the torch. In his
long tenure, John has chosen hundreds of poems
to be published in our pages and introduced our
readers to the voices of a wonderful range of
gifted poets. He has worked with three different
editors, and I can speak for all of them in thanking John for the wonderful service he had done
this journal.
Our new poetry editor, Marci Rae Johnson,
teaches for the First-Year Core program and the
English department at Valparaiso University and
also serves as Poetry Editor for W ordFarm press.
Marci holds an MFA in Poetry Writing from
Spalding University and an MA in Theological
Studies from Wheaton College (IL). Her own
poems have appeared in many fine journals
including The Valparaiso Review, The Louisville
Review, The Christian Century, Minnetonka
Review, and 32 Poems. Her first collection of
poetry won the 2011 Powder Horn Prize and will
be published by Sage Hill Press later this year. We
at The Cresset are pleased to welcome Marci to
our staff. ;-

-!PO
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Suffering Unto Salvation in
Wendell Berry's fayber Crow
Martha Greene Eads

S

TUDENTS AT THE UNIVERSITY WHERE

I

teach are, for the most part, willing to suffer
(at least a little) for the sake of the environment. In support of campus efforts to "go green;'
many students report taking shorter showers than
they took at home as high schoolers. Most struggle, uncomplaining, to balance plates and glasses
in the dining hall; getting rid of cafeteria trays has
resulted in both lower water consumption and
less food waste. Members of a student-led group,
Earthkeepers, haul the food scraps we do produce
to a designated area behind the Science Center
and, months later, transport compost to the campus garden. A number of these students find fuel
for their resolve in the writings of Kentucky poetfarmer Wendell Berry.
One of my teaching colleagues, who has
supplied some of these environmentalists with
plenty of Berry, recently bemoaned his inability to remember the title of a particular essay
he wanted to assign. After a while, he said, they
begin to run together, and he's not sure whether
Berry really wrote the piece or if he thought up
its central idea himself-under Berry's influence, of course. Phillip J. Donnelly makes a
similar point in "Biblical Convocation in Wendell
Berry's Remembering;' writing, "Whether we
consider Wendell Berry's poetry, his fiction or
his essays, the remarkable integrity of his writing can make it difficult to discuss one aspect of
his work apart from the whole" (275). Donnelly
asserts, for example, that "Remembering is more
effective than Berry's nonfiction prose in challenging Christians to responsible stewardship of
creation" (292). While I am eager to introduce
6
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my students to Berry's insights on creation care,
I also want them to learn from his observations
about human relationships. To that end, I regularly teach Jayber Crow (Counterpoint, 2000) .
While several of Berry's other novels would probably serve my purposes equally well, I justify my
selection with Berry's own affirmation of his 2000
novel. When Harold K. Bush Jr. asked Berry (who
has authored more than fifty books) which of
his works gives him the most satisfaction, Berry
replied, "[I]f someone asked me what novel to
start with, I would say Jayber Crow. I don't think
I can write any better than I was writing in Jayber
Crow. The essays, some are better than others,
pretty clearly, some that stick out in my mind; but
they're all occasional work, written to have something to say.... I like the fictions best" (221).
As love stories go, Wendell Berry's Jayber
Crow is pretty strange. The title character, an
introverted, balding bachelor-barber, watches as
Mattie Keith Chatham, an attractive neighborgirl, grows up; marries a local basketball star;
bears, rears, and begins burying their children;
ages; and dies. One of my more cynical students,
disturbed by Jayber's fascination with someone so
much younger than he, described him as a stalker.
Used to romances in which the boy gets the girl,
or vice versa, this student and some of the others with whom I've read Berry's novel don't know
what to make of it. I have to work hard to convince some of them that Jayber is not a stalker but
a suffering saint. In this sense, the novel Jayber
Crow is a passion narrative.
My students understand passion as we most
commonly use that word. The Oxford English

Dictionary defines "passion" as "Strong affection;

love. Formerly also plural: [meaning] amorous
impulses or desires" (OED clef. 8a) and "An aim
or object pursued with zeal; a thing arousing
intense emotion'' (OED clef. 8b ). Certainly, Jayber
feels romantic desire for Mattie, and he pursues
her zealously. Such devotion is indeed a form of
passion, even if the two characters never share as
much as a kiss. ]ayber Crow is, however, a passion
narrative of another kind: "the narrative account
of the suffering and martyrdom of a saint; a martyr's legend. Occasionally: (in extended use) any

narrative life or legend" (OED clef. 2b). Granted,
Jayber doesn't experience literal martyrdom; he
doesn't die for his religious faith. But from the
perspective of most twenty-first-century readers (especially the perspective of most college
students), he might as well have: he makes and
keeps a vow of celibacy for Mattie's sake. When
he realizes that Mattie's philandering husband
Troy will never be faithful to her, Jayber breaks
off with Clydie, his own good-time girl, and vows
to be the husband Mattie deserves, even though
his vow will likely always run one way. As Jayber's

unrequited passion for Mattie grows, so does his
compassion-his participation in the sufferings
of all his neighbors. Berry shows romantic longing to be a starting point not only for a far more
encompassing human love but also for salvation
itself.
In this way, ]ayber Crow recounts its protagonist's progression toward sainthood. Jayber
compares himself to Bunyan's Pilgrim and Dante
in the Commedia, calling himself "an ignorant
pilgrim, crossing a dark valley;' and, like those
two literary characters, he is journeying toward
Heaven (133). He tells readers, "This is a book
about heaven'' (351), and he recounts his own
preparation for going there, although he says that
he didn't always know that's what it was while he
was in the midst of it.
Jayber further resembles Dante, the
Commedia's author and narrator-protagonist,
whose early glimpse of the girl-child Beatrice
influenced his life ever after. Jayber recounts that
when he was twenty-four, he first noticed the
fourteen-year-old Mattie Keith, whom he comes
to declare the proper "end" of his life (29). In pursuing Mattie, much as Dante pursued Beatrice,
Jayber ends up pursuing Paradise. In this regard,
the novel's romantic plot, unconventional though
it may be, is theologically charged.
A brieflook at Charles Williams's theology of
romantic love reveals the plot's significance and
helps me advance my argument with students.
Williams, an early twentieth-century Dante
scholar who wrote poetry, fiction, and drama of
his own, was a profound influence on his fellowInklings, C. S. Lewis and J. R. R. Tolkien, as well
as on T. S. Eliot, W H. Auden, and Dorothy L.
Sayers. Williams asserted that the experience of
romantic love is excellent preparation for knowing God-for entering heaven. In glimpsing the
Beloved's full potential, his or her glory, the Lover
has the opportunity to see that all humans bear
glory. Ideally, the recognition process will lead
the Lover to the Source of that glory, the Creator
God. In his study of Dante's illustration of this
phenomenon in the Commedia, Williams explains
that "the record of the Dantean Way begins with
three things-an experience, an environment
of that experience, and the means of expressing
Michaelmas 2011
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that experience" (11). If all goes well, the process
results in what Williams calls "the inGodding of
man" (11).
"'To fashion this ability';' Williams warns, "is
a personal, secret, and arduous business" (13).
Wendell Berry illustrates this painful progression
powerfully in fayber Crow and reveals the purgatorial possibilities within romantic love. Jayber
suffers as he moves toward glory-partly because
he loves but cannot live with the married Mattie,
but also because his love for her attunes him to
her suffering and to that of their neighbors in Port
William, Kentucky. His heart stretches to en compass her and those she loves, and he becomes
faithful to God as he lives out his faithfulness to
Mattie.
Jayber's "experience" of his Beloved begins less
dramatically than Dante's did of Beatrice: Jayber
says that his first memory of Mattie was of "a neat
bright, pretty, dear-spirited girl;' kind to her peers
and well-regarded by them (134). At first, Jayber
simply wishes her well, just as he does the other
young people who pass by his barber shop. He
comes to feel protective of her, however, and wary
of Troy Chatham, the handsome high schooler who
courts her. Jayber realizes the extent of his interest
in her two years later, when he is outraged by Troy's
proprietary manner with Mattie. On that occasion,
Jayber reminisces, "[s]he was wearing a simple
short-sleeved cotton dress, a white dress with
little flowers on it. Her hair was tied back a little
way from her ears with a ribbon. She was perfect"
(138). Similarly, Williams writes of Dante's vision
of Beatrice: ''A kind of dreadful perfection has
appeared in the streets of Florence; something like
the glory of God is walking down the street toward
him" (20). Although Jayber's vision of Mattie is not
as theologically charged as Dante's of Beatrice, her
presence has initiated a similar process.
Also like Dante's Beatrice, Mattie transcends
time for Jayber. Of Beatrice, Charles Williams
writes, "She was eighteen; she was thirty-four;
her age in the poem is both, and eternal" (106).
In reflecting on his love for Mattie, Jayber writes
in similar terms:
[L]ove, sooner or later, forces us out of
time .... It includes the world and time
8
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as a pregnant woman includes her child
whose wrongs she will suffer and forgive .... I saw that Mattie was not merely
desirable, but desirable beyond the power
of time to show.... Like every living creature, she carried in her the presence of
eternity. That was why, as she grew older,
I saw in her always the child she had been,
and why, looking at her when she was a
child, I felt the influence of the woman
she would be. (248)
This passage provides my students and me with
plenty of conversational fodder, especially since
much of their objection to Jayber's interest in
Mattie results from the characters' age difference.
Learning about the Dantean precedent helps
them suspend their disapproval, if only briefly.
In his essay on Charles Williams's view of
Dantean romantic love, Rodney Clapp calls the
vision of the Beatricean Beloved "a true call-an
echo from heaven" (7) . Jayber perceives Mattie's
significance to be just as great. Early in the novel,
looking back on his life, Jayber declares her to
have been his "end;' or telos. He explains,
Telling a story is like reaching into a
granary full of wheat and drawing out a
handful. ... I want to be careful to offer you
only the proper handful-just enough to
describe the course that carried me away
from the Port William neighborhood and
then twelve years later brought me back
again to the proper end of my life, to the
love of my life, Mattie Chatham. (29)
Later in the book, Jay recounts his youthful struggle to envision his own future and concludes that
Mattie was that future. "[M]y future;' he explains,
"as it turned out, proved to be elsewhere. I hadn't
even glimpsed it yet. I had imagined no future.
Who she was who would have my heart to own I
had not imagined" (62). Later still, describing his
attempt to comfort a grieving Mattie at her young
daughter's grave, he recounts kneeling "beside
her, according to my calling in this world" (207).
While such a focus on another human being may
seem at first to be obsessive, even idolatrous,

Berry depicts Jayber's love as deeply life-affirming. Rather than closing Jayber off to others, as
romantic obsessions usually do, or to God, as
idolatry does, loving Mattie stretches Jayber's
capacity for loving others in Creation as well as
the Creator, just as Williams asserts the best form
of romantic love should do.
Having Mattie, however unconsciously, lead
Jayber to loving their neighbors illuminates the
"environment of [the] experience" that Williams
sets forth as romantic love's second element.
Moreover, it also enables Berry to develop a
theme common to his work: that of the importance of community. In fayber Crow, as in Berry's
other Port William novels, the Kentucky hamlet
is the almost-idyllic alternative to contemporary
communities in which people fail to forge lasting ties. In The Corrosion of Character, Richard
Sennett bemoans the decline of the kinds of
stable communities where members of extended
families live out their lives and contrasts them
with the cities and suburbs in which most
upwardly mobile North Americans now live.
"Such communities are not empty of sociability
or neighborliness:' Sennett observes, "but no one
in them becomes a long-term witness to another's
life" (quoted in Meilaender 210). Individuals who
live in such places seldom have the opportunity
to benefit from a healthy "experience of longterm, narrative time in fixed channels" (212).
Although Berry also uses his novel to show the
threat suburbanization poses to Port William
itself, his account of Jayber's long life there, a life
spent as a "long-term witness to [Mattie's] life:'
illustrates the human capacity for and the worth
of long-term narratives. Offering his narrative of
Mattie's life to readers enables Jayber to reach the
third stage in Williams's progression of romantic
love: expressing his experience of the Beloved.
Less dramatically and more obviously, however, Mattie helps keep Jayber in Port William.
Orphaned twice in boyhood, first by his youthful
birth parents and then by loving foster-parents,
Jayber has no blood ties to the area. After growing up in an orphanage and attending college on a
scholarship, he ventures to the big city: Lexington.
Although he at first enjoys his urban anonymity,
Jayber grows lonesome. Pulled by his memories

of his foster parents and by a more recent encounter with another kind man from Port William, he
makes his way back. He happens into becoming
the town barber and, later, the church janitor and
gravedigger. As a lifelong bachelor, he remains on
the community's fringes, but loving Mattie helps
him forge nearly invisible but nevertheless strong
ties.
After vowing to be faithful to Mattie, Jayber
reflects on his new sense of belonging to Port
William:

In ]ayber Crow, as in Berry's
other Port William novels, the
Kentucky hamlet is the almostidyllic alternative to contemporary
communities in which people
fail to forge lasting ties.

Before, I had yearned for company, especially the company of women, and gone
seeking it. Now I no longer went seeking,
but taught myself (and not always easily) to make do with the company that
came .... Now, finally, I really had lost all
desire for change, every last twinge of the
notion that I ought to get somewhere or
make something of myself. I was what I
was. "I will stand like a tree:' I thought,
"and be in myself as I am:' And the things
of Port William seemed to stand around
me, in themselves as they were. (254)
As my students and I trace Jayber's own image of
the tree, we can see how his love for Mattie serves
as a taproot in his life while his growing connections to others secure and nurture him further.
Jayber does consider uprooting both himself
and Mattie from Port William, briefly entertaining a fantasy of declaring his love for her
Michaelmas 2011
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and persuading her to run away with him. In
this way, he illustrates one of the dangers inherent in romantic love: focusing on the Beloved
to the exclusion of the rest of Creation and the
Creator. Wisely, however, Jayber quickly realizes
that leaving her family and her extended community would destroy Mattie as he loves her (196).
After launching what he calls his "strange marriage;' a marriage in which he is entirely alone, he
begins to feel as if that family and community are
increasingly his own. He explains:

In loving Mattie, affirming the
environment for that love, and
giving voice to that experience,

Jayber returns to religious faith .

Though I was divided from the female
society of Port William as much as
before, I did not feel estranged from it
as before. I was involved, a participant.
The community I lived in and served by
my unillustrious yet needful work was
Mattie's community also .... We were
thus joined. I lived as I thought she did:
hoping for good, reconciled to the bad,
welcoming the little unexpected happinesses that came:' (259)
Among those unexpected happinesses is the
satisfaction Jayber takes in making barbering
house calls when Mattie's father, Athey Keith, suffers a series of strokes. After shaving Athey, Jayber
often sits with him and the rest of the familyexcept for Mattie's husband Troy, too wrapped up
in his business to join them-telling stories and
sometimes eating supper together. Jayber later
remembers this period in his life as "a sort of
family membership" (267) and "with the family I
would most have chosen if I had had the choice"
(265). During these visits, he becomes particularly
10
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close to Mattie's son Jimmy, of whom, he says, "the
two of us together made Athey a sort of son-inlaw come lately" (265). Later, after Jimmy's death,
Jayber unselfconsciously takes his place with the
family at the cemetery. He recounts, "When they
had assembled, instead of standing well out of the
way as I usually did, I took off my hat and stepped
in under the edge of the tent" (293). "Of course;'
he acknowledges, "I had no more right to stop and
grieve than anybody else. For a while, though, I
felt that I too was being unmade by grief. Grief
and bewilderment .. .. I could not imagine him
dead without grieving, or without imagining his
mother's grief, which made me grieve" (294).
Jayber's strange membership in the Keith family, then, brings grief as well as joy, suffering as well
as delight. He remembers his mixed emotions in
response to Athey's decline, explaining that "to
have [Mattie] feel free to ask me for help was freedom itself;' while acknowledging the strangeness
of having '~they's growing weakness ... [bring]
forth a kind of pleasure to me, but it did. That grief
should come and bring joy with it was not something I felt able, or even called upon, to sort out or
understand. I accepted the grief. I accepted the joy.
I accepted that they came to me out of the same
world" (264). As his heart expands to encompass Mattie's family members, Jayber comes to
understand his "membership" in the Port William
community-a membership that brings him joy
but that he must secure through suffering.
Fairly early in the novel, shortly after he begins
noticing Mattie, he resolves '"to share the fate of
this place. Whatever happens to Port William
must happen to me"' (144). When the community
begins to lose its sons in the Second World War,
he discovers the cost of that commitment as he
joins his neighbors in grieving. "[M]emories were
kept;' he says, "stories told, and everything funny
treasured up and spread around .... I don't believe
that grief passes away. It has its time and place forever. More time is added to it; it becomes a story
within a story. But grief and griever alike endure"
(147-8). In enduring his community's grief and
becoming one of its leading story-tellers, Jayber
comes to love it more deeply, just as suffering with
Mattie and giving witness to her life deepens his
love for her.

In loving Mattie, affirming the environment
for that love, and giving voice to that experiencethe steps Williams identifies in the romantic love
process-Jayber returns to religious faith. In this
way, Berry's novel introduces the final element in
Charles Williams's romantic love progression: the
"inGodding of man:' As grieving prompts him
to ask why Christ declined to defeat suffering by
coming down off the Cross and vanquishing his
killers, Jayber concludes that:
He didn't, He hasn't, because from the
moment He did, He would be the absolute tyrant of the world and we would be
His slaves .... And so, I thought, He must
forebear to reveal His power and glory by
presenting Himself as Himself, and must
be present only in the ordinary miracle
of the existence of His creatures .... I
could see no escape. We are too tightly
tangled together to be able to separate
ourselves from one another either by
good or by evil. We are all involved in all
and any good, in all and any evil. ... That
is why our suffering is endless. It is why
God grieves and Christ's wounds are still
bleeding. (295)
Praying to know God's love for the world, Jayber's
own suffering becomes certain. He explains,
Just as a good man would not coerce the
love of his wife, God does not coerce
the love of his human creatures, not
for Himself or for the world or for one
another. To allow that love to exist fully
and freely, He must allow it not to exist
at all. His love is suffering. It is our free dom and His sorrow. To love the world
as much even as I could love it would be
suffering also, for I would fail. And yet
all the good I know is in this, that a man
might so love this world that it would
break his heart. (254)
Jayber's allusion to and appropriation of John
3:16-"that God so loved the world that He gave
his only begotten son" -suggests the degree to

which he identifies with God-the "inGodding"
Williams describes.
As he comes increasingly to view the world
as he understands God to view it, Jayber experiences human relations as a web rather than
as the tangle he mentions in the first of the two
quotations above. (Indeed, the web is one of the
novel's most powerful images.) Leading Jayber to
that unifying perspective is a vision he has one
sunny afternoon after cleaning the Port William
church. Waking after a nap, he sees all those who
have worshipped in that church, and " [t] hey were
just there. They said nothing, and I said nothing. I
seemed to love them all with a love that was mine
merely because it included me. When I came to
myself again, my face was wet with tears" (165).
Reflecting later on that vision, Jayber says that
it became more expansive-a vision not only of
the gathered church but also of others in the Port
William community:
What I saw now was the community
imperfect and irresolute but held together
by the frayed and always fraying, incomplete and yet ever-holding bonds of the
various sorts of affection. There had
maybe never been anybody who had not
been loved by somebody, who had been
loved by somebody else, and so on and
on .... I knew that, in the midst of all the
ignorance and error, this was a membership ... I saw them all as somehow
perfected, beyond time, by one another's
love, compassion, and forgiveness, as it is
said we may be perfected by grace. (205)
Ultimately, Jayber finds the grace to forgive and
love even Troy, whose callousness toward Mattie
and toward the parts of Creation entrusted to him
has rankled Jayber for most of his life. Troy has
squandered what Jayber sees as "the best opportunity of his life, which was to love, honor, and
cherish [Mattie]" (338). Having been tormented
by envy, Jayber confesses that he has even wanted
to cut Troy's throat as he sat in the barber chair
(195, 342). Mattie, however, loves Troy, and her
love makes Troy a part of the web in which Jayber
lives, the membership of Port William. In the end,
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Jayber recounts, "[Troy] was redeemed, in my
eyes, by Mattie's long-abiding love for him, as I
myself had been by my love for her" (361) .
The story of Jayber Crow, then, illustrates the
progression of redemptive romantic love Charles
Williams discovered in Dante's writings. In his
essay on Williams's theology of romantic love,
Rodney Clapp explains:

made. It provides us an arena for sacrifice
and charity; it can draw us toward better
than we are or could be on our own. It
reminds us of the wonder of gifts, and so
of that gift of all gifts, grace. (7)
That process, as Berry shows in Jayber Crow, entails
suffering, but it is suffering unto salvation. t

Lived in the life of our faith romantic
love .... can teach us humility and the reality of our dependence on God and others.
It can show us ... the beauty of God -seen
through his image in a person he has

Martha Greene Eads is Professor of English
at Eastern Mennonite University.
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OMEGA
In spheres, orbs, and gyres
God fingerprints His presence.
Even in absence He paints new moons.
Everything comes in 0' s, and nothing,
From the one who never runs out of numbers.
The faithless live in dark holes,
Captives stuffing their pouches
With nothing:
The shame of Sodom
The curse of Onan
The vanity of Edom
While God writes the fullness of history
In endless circles, Omega's door
Opening and closing in a curved room.
Jacob's hire spotted, penned for glory.
His children, his children's children,
Drink sunlight from gold goblets.
In an echoing cave the prophet priest
Wears an amulet of God's whispers,
Word after word swirling 0 rings of smoke.
Generation after generation turns
Westward on its pilgrimage East.
He gives us showbread in rounds of hosannas,
Our 0 Antiphons hungering,
Waiting for what is already ours.

Philip C. Kolin

____ j
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Instructions for the Vocationally Challenged
How to Become a Teacher, an Artist,
or Something In Between
Susanna Childress

B

EGIN WITH MRS. MUFFLER, IN SECOND

grade, who announces she is leaving to be
an astronaut and, since training begins next
week in Florida, St. Valentine's will be her last day
with you. This is the year you write an essay about
what you want to be when you grow up and every
other girl in class chooses Teacher. Even your best
friend David Hallgarth lands on Guitar Teacher,
not Cop like most of the boys. Give yourself "room
to dream;' which is what the bulletin board on the
east wall instructs. A folk singer-pediatrician. A
folk singer-paralegal. A folk singer-florist. This is
also the year Christa McAuliffe, former schoolteacher, explodes with the rest of the crew in the
space shuttle Challenger. You find this as tragic as
anybody else, only you want to laugh when you
learn from the newspaper clipping that the spacecraft commander's final words were, "Roger, go at
throttle up:' That's the silliest sentence on earth!
But there's Mrs. Muffler, crying so hard the sucking noises begin to scare you. Admit you love her,
a lot, and when the time comes, sing "Friends are
Friends Forever" as a duet with Hillary Goodman.
They bring out cake and soft drinks and the vice
principal chalks "Bon Voyage" in humongous letters on the blackboard along with hearts pierced
by arrows and all nine planets, which except for
Saturn you have trouble distinguishing.
Resent Mrs. Muffler's replacement. Sniffle a
little as you walk into class. Ms. Williams-"That's
Mizzz, Missy" -is tough on you. But everyday
after lunch she reads aloud from Twenty Thousand
Leagues Under the Sea, which your mom tells
you is usually for fourth graders. Ms. Williams
14
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says, "Think about it: in 1866, exploring the bottom of the sea was completely futuristic, kind of
like you and me traveling through outer space is
today:' Add folk singer-submarine commander
to your list even though a gigantic narwhal has
begun to slink through your dreams. Add folk
singer-harpooner. Start calling your kid brother
"Ned Land:' You love those sounds. You wonder if
a submarine has throttles but are smart enough to
know if it blows up they won't be finding parts of
you in Atlanta, Georgia.
Augment your list throughout the next year.
Cake Decorator. State Senator. Shuck new ideas
as soon as you've announced them even though
your third-grade classroom is a place of practicalities: multiplication tables, long vowels, Mrs. Bush's
mouth full of braces and little purple rubber
bands. Be fastidiously irrational; believe humans
are capable of whatever they set their minds to.
You like that phrase. Adults besides Mrs. Bush will
say, "Fantastic!" and "Go for it!" Notice how they
stretch out their unblemished smiles. "Atta girl;'
shouts your bus driver, a kind, gigantic woman
named Delena, and takes the curve onto Old
Finley Way so fast you pretty well end up in your
sister's armpit.
In grades 4-6, try not to miss Ms. Williams.
Try not to think of Captain Nemo's final words,
''Almighty God, enough! Enough!"
After a field trip with Mr. Rocha's class to the
Indianapolis Children's Museum, think hard about
the pulley, the phonograph, and bubble gum. Work
on inventing things, but only if you're able to sneak
parts from around the house so that once a week

someone has to ask, ''Anybody seen the lid for the
blender?" and "Where's the other kerosene stove?"
If at all possible, founder terribly. Become familiar with the uncertainty of brilliant and whimsical
connections; drag a knapsack back into the house
and, after everybody's in bed, return items to their
places. Use Krazy Glue if needed (your dad is keen
to keeping things whole). Try not to get caught.
Slink like a narwhal.
Begin deliberations with your sister: Is it possible to be a babysitter for a living? Why would you
want to do anything else if you could babysit all
the time? The first time you babysit as a ripenedup seventh grader, you try to play Kid Games and
make Fun Snacks but you end up instructing your
sole charge, a ringletted three-year-old, how to
say your favorite word, onomatopoeia (this takes
the first two hours), and then some examples like
drip and scrape and crack (this takes fourteen minutes, though you have two more you don't get to
because she keeps saying her own name, Brynn,
which you're almost certain isn't onomatopoeic,
and because her parents show up). They don't
suggest opening a Babysitting Business. Instead
they say, "Have you thought about becoming a
teacher?" and "I bet there's a lot of kindergartners
who'd love you!"
Give up on Babysitting. Your sister has determined she wants to be a veterinarian, and you,
too, feel the need to land on what you will Be.
Not knowing yet it was the participle that did
you in, you can only articulate your small grief
and growing panic by referring to the previous
year as My Babysitting Phase, which sounds so
good you start identifying and occasionally making up other phases for yourself. This is crucial; it
cultivates a proclivity towards both mainstream
and outlying trends, not to mention grievous
exaggeration, both of which will increase in grandiloquence as you march through grad school.
"Yes, well;' you intone at fourteen, "that was
smack in the middle of my Lowering Cholesterol
Phase:' Or, "But I said that during my Reading
Through the Bible in One Year Phase!" Your mom
understands this. Your dad understands you
will later call it your Ironically Self-Abnegating
Phase. Do what you can to stretch this one out a
minimum of two decades.

In the hallway at your high school you ask
David Hallgarth, "Do you sometimes delight in
a word so much you find yourself saying it again
and again?" and, at lunch, "What is important
in this life?" In the locker room, repeat a phrase
you think exceptionally beautiful: young minds.
Young minds, young minds, over and over and
over. Finally, you decide what you shall Be. The
problem is that it will require the attention of
an orthodontist and a dermatologist, neither of
which your parents can afford on their teacher-

With all the Evil and starving
kids out there, does God really
give a hooting-ninny about
your zits and incisors?

librarian, teacher-preacher salaries, so you try
to keep an appropriate emotional distance to
your idea. These days your teachers say things
like, "You can be anything you want to be!" and
"Hitch your wagon to a star!" and "If you aim for
nothing, you're sure to hit it!" These statements
strike you as leaving God out of the picture-the
wagon-star one especially makes you nervous
until you find out it's an actual quote and therefore a metaphor that has nothing to do with
horoscopes, which are a sin. It's the kind of
encouragement you need: with all the Evil and
starving kids out there, does God really give a
hooting-ninny about your zits and incisors? You
embrace your Destiny, and the timing couldn't be
better; folks are getting pushy. It is best, then, if
you tell your teachers straightaway, especially in
grades 9-12, that you plan to be a News Anchor.
You don't want to teach. Be emphatic, particularly
after group projects. (Hint: opt for The Diorama
if you can. This is a perfectly good way to spend
hours and hours scissoring construction paper
and planting the idea that perhaps a saturnine
streak is on its way, which is permissible for News
Anchors but not for educators in closer proximity to young minds.)
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Junior year, Amanda Pyles gets her
Shakespeare paper torched in a candle on the
teacher's desk because she wrote "a lot" as one
word. You will never again hear those lines from
Macbeth without thinking how the flame nearly
reached Mrs. Callis's fingers before she blew it
out. Make a point from here on to pronounce this
phrase, "eh lot" instead of "uh lot" in case from
your speech people assume the worst about your
intelligence.
Senior year, agree to be editor of the school
newspaper, The Confederate, which corresponds
with the mascot, the Southwestern "Rebel:'

In college, try not to be confused
by the difference between
Communications and Journalism.
Journalism is edgy, Frenchsounding. Communications is,
well, redundant-isn't that what
Journalism is?

Request a column, but do not try to take on the
complicated implications of your school's racist
mascot. You've asked your friend Monet Perry, as
an African-American (one of three at your school),
whether it bothers her, and she said no. Take this
at face value. Meanwhile, write salty little op-eds
about watching less television and the beauty of
adjectives. A few kids will grin at you in the hallways and say, "Nice column:' A few actually means
one (your best friend David Hallgarth). Most will
ignore you, many will roll their eyes. About anything you write, Mrs. Abplanalp, your journalism
teacher, will say, "Maybe your sentences should be
a little more straightforward. You know, subjectverb-direct object. Building an argument. The five
W s:' Recognize within a few weeks your almost
complete inability to blandish others to write for
the paper either quickly or well. Stay until mid16
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night before each issue goes to press, correcting,
printing, reprinting, rubber-cementing the proofs.
Discover that your co-editor revises the captions
you've written for every photograph. "There's no
need for adjectives in captions:' she says. "Just
stick to the facts:'
In college, try not to be confused by the
difference between Communications and
Journalism. Journalism is edgy, French-sounding.
Communications is, well, redundant-isn't that
what Journalism is? Your college does not award
a degree in Journalism. What they do have is a
topnotch Communications program. Deaden
your Appalachian accent by practicing sentences
that start, ''Another anonymous source contends
the governor's office is responsible for ... :' Declare
a double major in Communications and English,
even though you hated The Great Gatsby. You
know a lot about commas. Say to your mom on a
cell phone the size of a brick, "Maybe words will
work out for me after all:'
At this critical juncture you must be certain
to do two things. The first is not get asked out on
a date. At all. Ever. You can blame God a little if
you want; this will be important for your sense
of social alienation and a slow pedestalization of
human connection. It will help that the girl-to-guy
ratio at your school is 4:1. The second, most useful if it happens concurrently, is fall irrevocably,
irreversibly in love with The Great Gats by. And Age
of Innocence. And East of Eden. And every one of
those bastards Eliot and Pound and Williams and
Stevens and Frost. You will not bring yourself to
say the word bastard about anything or -body for
another four years. This is fine. This is part of the
process.
Two professors will aid you, will not wrangle
you with theory or jargon but will share their own
irrevocable, irreversible love, the great getting
lost in literature. Because it is a small liberal arts
school, you will be invited to their homes, to look
at their libraries and to eat things like paella and
pine nuts, neither of which you've tasted before.
The more Lutheran of the two will be tough on
you, ever so much more than Ms. Williams back at
Southwestern Elementary who it turns out didn't
like how well you thought of yourself and told
you so on the last day of second grade because,

she said, she actually did like you. This is different.
This is life-or-death. What Dr. Brown demands,
up to your earlobes in Daisy Miller's motives as
well as the spondees and slant rhyme for an Intra
to Creative Writing course she suffered you to take
since you seem always to be speaking of words
and sounds and subtleties, is half of you plunged
under the signa, half firm-legged on the res, and
another half (you're an English major now) floating like the Ghost of Christmas Past toward or
around or within the signified. She doesn't actually
say this, doesn't quote Augustine or Saussure or
Julia Kristeva, which is just right, since you need
to experience such things before you have someone name the conundrum. In fact, you won't
know entirely what this means or how you'll
fork out most of your adult life trying to imitate
that demand until you are seventy and watching
your grandchildren teach each other new words.
Rosebud. Bucket. Fragile.
When Dr. Brown hands back your paper on
Faulkner's Light in August, the note in rolling
script at the end suggests you meet her during
office hours, and after she buys you a Diet Coke
and you two sit down in the second floor lobby, she
tells you your prose style is somewhat overreaching. "Clarity;' she says gingerly, "is not your forte:'
It turns out when you write an analytical paper,
each paragraph needs to build into something like
an argument. You'd been convinced-and are still
suspicious that Dr. Brown might be leading you
astray-that the point was to wander into a book
and let yourself get smitten so hard your eyes
nearly cross with joy, and then exclaim this, inasmuch as your rapture is explicable, with a cadre of
rabid sentences. It appears there are other things
to do with your love of literature, like blow kisses
in theses.
At least it's not the five W s.
Move beyond the first forty-five years of the
Twentieth Century. Backwards and forwards at
the same time and in consecutive semesters, for
instance Chaucer and Sylvia Plath. Kurt Vonnegut
and The Metaphysical Poets. Lose interest in
Journalism-Communications, where clarity is not
only not your forte but a small god you're forced to
kneel before and make sacrifices to. Write poems.
Write gallons of poems. Be trembly and brave

and notice everything you didn't before, such as
the keening of the cold night wind in February
and how George W Bush pronounces "a lot:' Cry
sometimes when you read Keats. Apply to grad
school.
In grad school, go on dates. But only with
Marxist feminist deconstructionists, who of
course don't announce themselves as such until
after a second glass of Two-Buck Chuck. After
twice declining wine, make sure you mention
you're not morally opposed to drinking. You want
to ask how a man can be a feminist, since your
dad told you feminists are women who hate men
and since nobody in college ever talked about
feminists except the Young Republicans, of which
your roommate was assistant second officer, but
you're too insecure. After twice declining pot,
cough a little so he knows the smell bothers you.
Talk about your favorite writers. Or listen, since
Steinbeck is not, apparently, in, and you don't
know much about either Proust or metafiction. Or
how sequential narrative structuring is an affront
to the symbiotic interplay of semi-cognizant recall
and experiential epiphany. How time, subjectively
lived as it is, must replace I as protagonist. You
want him to say something about clarity here. You
want to ask if, if you understand correctly, time
could be the antihero, couldn't it? But you're too
insecure. You feel fuzzy. Do you mean antihero or
antagonist? And what the crap is semi-cognizant
recall? Is this what happens when you inhale
secondhand weed smoke? Would it be possible to
turn k. d. lang down?
Repeat if necessary.
Decide maybe you should focus on your
studies.
In class, you find that close reading of, personal enrichment from, and a few puissant
connections in the primary text followed by a few
wispy ones won't cut it. The same will be true of
secondary texts. And tertiary texts. Resist looking
up "tertiarY:' Aim for lucid argumentation in your
papers but recognize the trouble you have in pinpointing lucid argumentation in your secondary
and tertiary sources. Your professors keep talking
about the epiphanic interplay of semi-cognizant
recall and subjectively lived experience represented symbiotically by the decentering of I, how
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I is an affront both to privileged reminiscence and

to Other. Your classmates nod and nod. Nobody
mentions antiheroes. You scribble furiously, trying to keep up. You are so behind, you tell yourself,
biting with sincere aggression into your lip, so
behind.
After a while, notice how like Job's their questions are, even the rhetorical ones. How urgent,
growing larger and more demanding and more
despairing. This is true for every course except
Pedagogy, which qualifies you for free grad school

If, in the pre-dawn of some
all-nighter, you find yourself
chimerically chanting, ((Ah, Bartleby.
Ah, world;' a temporary antidote will
be to visualize Melville himself in
front of you in his Berkshire knickers
and a floppy farmer's hat.

and classroom experience and in which your peers
sit quietly, lumpen as mushrooms. Suddenly there
is a lot at stake for you. Young minds!
In the classroom, don't be surprised if having
your students rearrange their desks in an uncompromisingly equitable circle and call you by your
first name also means two of them will ask for
your phone number and sixteen of them will not
turn in their writing portfolio on time. They are
not ready yet for the mutual process of liberation
through the democratization of their own education. Wait until you have juniors to try that.
Try The Ping Pong approach, lobbing out
an idea and letting your students paddle it back
and forth among themselves. Try The Roadmap
approach, signaling which way your students
might go with an idea but allowing them to steer
themselves. Try The Flattened-and-LaminatedRoadmap-as-Netless-Ping-Pong-Table approach,
which means you're about out of approaches
18
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because you started class today with a question
on The Waste Land and somehow your students
ended up discussing Coke vs. Pepsi. Find yourself
saying to your colleagues, "I want my students to
have courage, but I don't want them to be punks:'
Wrestle with perspicuity and infinite perfectibility, both of which seem to lack even a glass
slipper of Grace, but which you think might be
necessary to Thomism, which you've become
fascinated by, though you aren't, as a ragamuffin
Protestant, fully able to appreciate it. Do not in any
draft of your teaching philosophy use the word
"grace:' If, in the pre-dawn of some all-nighter, you
find yourself chimerically chanting, '1\h, Bartleby.
Ah, world:' a temporary antidote will be to visualize Melville himself in front of you in his Berkshire
knickers and a floppy farmer's hat. Of all things he
is quoting Heraclitus: "There is a greater need to
extinguish arrogance than a blazing fire:' He could
be a bit of undigested mustard, but then again he
could be instructing you to quit grad school, or
at the very least, re-think your choice of occupations. Who but Melville to remind you that you
once considered harpooning! But this, too, is a
participle. Babysitting. Harpooning. Where is the
Be in that? When you try to protest he turns into
a white mass, vaporized, white everywhere. In the
morning your landlady, whose upstairs you rent
but who will not let you remove any of her oversized orange and purple yarn art, tells you that you
were shouting gibberish at god-awful hours of the
night. Smile at her. Ask her for a new bag for the
vacuum.
In the version of your teaching philosophy
you send off to liberal arts schools, use the word
"Grace:' Do not capitalize it. Alternately, remove
"to enlighten" from all versions of your teaching philosophy. Put it back in. Repeat this on a
semi-regular basis. Tape a post-it-note over your
desk: "You are not God:' -Desmond Tutu (also,
St. Paul) .
Resist working up a midnight phantasm.
You don't really want Voltaire in your bedroom,
do you? Use straightforward sentences. Look up
synonyms for "enlighten" in Microsoft Word's
Thesaurus. Tell. Explain to. Inform. Make clear to.
Tell?
Tell?!

Take up yoga. Quit after your third session
and buy a pair of running shoes. Curse your flat
arches. You are okay with cursing now that it
doesn't affect your salvation. You are told on this
issue.
Continue to write. Continue to read. Don't
feel bad to admit at cocktail parties, "No, I've not
read that yet;' and "No, I've haven't heard of him/
her/that cutting-edge theoretical approach:' Don't
quit, but don't dally in grad school. Avoid professors who call you "that folk-singing Christian girl:'
Most of all, don't take it personally when students
fail to recognize themselves as incomplete beings
who enroll in your fiction workshop in an attempt
to become more fully human. If you invite them to
do this under Course Goals in your syllabus-#4:
Attempt to become more fully human-you can
bet you'll encounter two of three things: a lot of science fiction stories; a lot of office hours counseling
romantic breakups; at least one course evaluation
with the injunction, "Lighten up, Francis:'
The good news is, you're in the homestretch
now.
Publish your poems and a mediocre short
story or two. Pray. Garden. Meet someone who is
a feminist but talks more about Jesus than Marx.
Marry him. Eat whole grains. Abandon participles as divination for your future. Attempt limpid

theses. Contemplate procreation. Try a puppy first,
a smart one with whom you establish right away
an uncomplicated relationship between signa and
res. Sit. No Bark. Time Out. Go Wee.
Every once in a while, at night, you actually
do hear the wind keening like a coyote around
your house. Don't turn on the light to write this
phrase in your bedside journal. Don't keep a bedside journal. Instead, say the words out loud, but
softly, so as not to wake the one you love. In the
morning, before your bowl of oats and almonds,
go sit in the office downstairs and see if "the wind
keening like a coyote" sounds as magical as it did
when the moon was out. If not, don't blame the
moon, which has been, after all, the only who,
what, when, where, why (and how) that matters.

Susanna Childress lives in Holland, Michigan.
Her fi rst book of poems, Jagged with Love
(University of Wisconsin Press, 2005), won
t he Brittingham Prize in Poetry and the
Devil 's Kitchen Reading Award . Her second
book, Entering the House of Awe, will be
published by New Issues Poetry and Prose
in October 2011 .
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On Happiness and the Committed Life
David Brooks's The Social Animal
David K. Weber

D

0 NOT BE FOOLED BY TH E TITLE OF DAVID

Brooks's latest book, The Social Animal.
(Random House). What sounds like a
sociology text book is really "the happiest story
you've ever read ... about two people who led
wonderfully fulfilling lives." This is a good story
because it is about happiness, which means it is
about everything and relevant to everyone. In
particular, it is a story about the lives of Erica and
Harold, about their early childhood and schooling, their becoming an above average yuppie
couple, their careers and personal ups and downs,
their political involvements, Erica's remarkably
boring one-night stand, and ending with Harold's
uneventful death. It is, as you might have guessed,
a good story not because it has page-turning
suspense, but because it is an insightful and sometimes funny story about a moral theory and how
this theory is confirmed by human physiology. It
is a good story in much the same way that stories
written by Rousseau and Kierkegaard were good
stories, because they characterized complex ideas
so that we have a better understanding of their
meaning and relevance.
At the heart of this story is a complex and
ongoing philosophical argument about whether
the human self is essentially autonomous or social.
Brooks thinks that recent studies of the relationship between the human brain and the mind
indicate that the self cannot be reduced, as contemporary neuroscience wants to reduce it, to the
physical/animal self. If we are aggregates- body
and soul-then our happiness will be a matter
of the integrity of both body and soul and of our
social harmony with other selves.
20
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Through the development of plot and characters, Brooks essentially narrates a story of the moral
theory articulated by Alasdair Macintyre in After
Virtue (1981), that the French Enlightenment's
notion of rationality has failed and that this failure is evident in its inability to speak about being
human and being happy. The cure is a return to
the teachings of Aristotle in which human happiness depends on the development of moral habits.
Brooks weaves experiences of the Enlightenment's
failure into his story and then adds his own
audacious interpretation of physiological data
from neuroscience to corroborate his claims
against autonomy and in favor of the social self.
Because Brooks tells a good story, readers without extensive philosophical or scientific training
can understand how and why the strange brew of
French Enlightenment social and political theory
mixed with Kantian autonomy brings about the
unhappiness of fragmented human relationships.
By seeing the cause of unhappiness, we can better imagine alternative claims about being human
and being happy.
Harold and Erica are an tiber-successful yuppie couple who discover that their happiness has
less to do with their yuppie-ness and more to do
with their couple-ness. Because they came of age
in a thoroughly modern milieu, accepting the
idea that happiness can be found in common,
bourgeois, life-long marital union requires a radical change to their plausibility structures. This
means a reorientation of the autonomous self's
attitude toward sociality. The process begins with
Harold's mother Julie, as she struggles with little
Harold's disruptive lack of concentration. Though

worried that she might spoil autonomous Harold's
"innocence and creativity;' she nevertheless concludes that Harold's cure requires conformity to
schedules and assignments. Brooks notes, "Julia
didn't really get the sense that the Unsupervised
Harold, the non-homework Harold, the uncontrolled Harold was really free. This Harold, which
some philosophers celebrate as the epitome of
innocence and delight, was really a prisoner of
his impulses. Freedom without structure is its
own slavery:' Autonomous Harold wished to
be left alone, but on his own, he would not and
could not overcome the behavioral problems that

threatened the development of his human possibilities.
This counter-cultural notion of freedom is,
as Brooks notes elsewhere, routinely contradicted
by current boilerplate commencement addresses.
Graduation day speakers routinely claim that happiness comes to those who dare to do their own
thing, follow their own passions, chart their own
courses, march to the beat of their own drums, and
make their dreams reality. Imbibing the poison of
individual expressionism, autonomous selves view
lifelong commitments to spouse, children, communities, and calling as the opposite of freedom.

Second thoughts about the corrosive impact
of the ethic of autonomy have been around for
some time. For example, in 1958, the philosopher
Elizabeth Anscombe famously observed in her
essay "Modern Moral Philosophy" that autonomy
in the hands of the sufficiently clever is a useful
disguise for selfishness. In 1988, Allan Bloom
criticized the image of the autonomous self in The
Closing of the American Mind, a book that made
him rather unpopular in academic circles. C. S.
Lewis claimed that the autonomous self was a
quantifying and calculating thinker who ignored
the human imagination, religious faith, intuition,
and passion. To follow autonomy consistently
would lead not to the self's happiness but to its
abolition.
This contrast of self-images-autonomy versus the social animal-is played out nowhere so
clearly as on the stage of economics. The economics of the autonomous self produces a character
who "is smooth, brilliant, calm ... He surveys the
world with a series of uncannily accurate models
in his head, anticipating what will come next ... He
seeks to maximize his utility.... His relationships
are all contingent, contractual, and ephemeral.
If one relationship is not helping him maximize
his utility, then he trades up to another. He has
perfect self-control and can restrain impulses that
may prevent him from competing:' The classical
economist devises "rigorous mathematical models" with the assumption that the models make
economics "a hard, rigorous, and tough-minded
field like physics:'
In contrast, the concept of the self of the British
Enlightenment finds clear expression when Adam
Smith's The Wealth of Nations is read in tandem
with his The Theory ofMoral Sentiments. For Smith,
economics is not the quasi-scientific/mathematical
quantification of human behavior aimed to construct schemes for large-scale social and political
restructuring; economics is rather the more modest discipline of perception and interpretation of
the self's incalculable moral sentiments as they
are concretized in economic choices and commitments. In these choices we see how a self, though
drawn to be selfish, is also naturally tilted toward a
sociability that is manifested in '"an original desire
to please, and an original aversion to offend:"
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Erica comes to see the practical difference these
theoretical differences make when dealing with her
boss's empty bluster about his schemes to transform the company, revolutionize the landscape,
tear up the playbook, and find the game-changer/
blockbuster product, all while the company falls
apart. When Erica tells Harold her frustration,
he observes that Erica's boss is a "dumbed-down"
child "of the French Enlightenment who imagines
himself to be a genius-he has the IQ to qualify the
claim-and thus feels the call to devise top-down
organizational schemes that impose his will on the
chaos. And he believes in his genius until the day
he is fired. In contrast, Harold discovers that the
thinkers of the British Enlightenment generally
thought that "individual reason is limited;' and so
were leery of genius imposing its organizational
will on others. Their better solution was to cultivate a culture by establishing connections that
constitute commitments between people. When
selves are socially connected rather than organizationally controlled, they prove more creative and
effective in solving problems on multiple fronts, as
if guided by a hidden hand.
This view of the social self is reflected in the
mysterious and complex connection between the
human mind and the brain. While studies of the
mind/brain mystery have (yet) to lead scientists
back to the Christian idea of the angel/animal
composite self, they are making it increasingly
difficult to reduce the self to physicalist terms.
Brooks writes,
.. .each of us has unique neural networks, which are formed, reinforced,
and constantly updated by the eclectic
circumstances of our lives ... The neural
networks embody our experiences and
in turn guide future action .. . A brain is
the record of a life ... the physical manifestation of your habits, personality, and
predilections. You are the spiritual entity
that emerges out of the material networks
in your head.
It is the sophistication of neuroscience's study of

the body that has led us back to the reality of the
human soul. Nevertheless, neuroscientists gen22
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erally remain physicalists who explain (away)
things like the soul, consciousness, moral character, imagination, moral choice, sentiments, and
religious belief as biological functions of the nervous system. Physicalists do not like what Brooks
writes and so tell him to stop, which presumes he
has a freedom that neuroscience denies.
In Commentary, Peter Wehner recently noted
the comments of a PhD in neurology who first
stated, '"Brain science has spoken and the conclusion is inescapable: the concept of free will
is a myth:" But then he claimed, you can have
"morality without free will" ("On Neuroscience,
Free Will, and Morality;' 8 June 2011). Students
learn in the first week of an ethics class that to
think about morality means thinking about how
the self is determined (form) and how the self
is self-determined (freedom). Take away either
form or freedom and morality is a meaningless
term. This simultaneous denying and affirming
of free will rather suggests that the data of neuroscience is mysteriously complex, making it
impossible to distinguish the determined from the
self-determined. This complexity does not release
us from, but changes the way we now "think about
policy, sociology, economic, and life in general:' It
means that the self and the world are so complex
and interrelated, that we dare not entrust ourselves
to top down, utopian schemes. Our happiness has
more to do with the cultivation of virtues, paying
attention to one's choices and habits as they affect
the integrity of the self and harmony with others.
Erica discovers this truth in the aftermath
of her one-night stand with "Mr. Make-Believe:'
For an illusory moment, Erica became an autonomous self, exercising her rational choice to have
sex with whomever she pleases. What she did not
anticipate in her calculations was the experience
of "self-hatred, shame and revulsion" that followed. It was not that Erica feared being caught
by Harold or judged by God, but that she intuitively felt that adultery was a kind of treachery
and that she had chosen against the realization of
"the deepest potential of her own nature:' Erica
felt treacherous because she betrayed the trust
she had learned to value and depend upon. Trust
depends on the integration of language and living. Where promises are freely made and kept, the

"transaction costs" of our relationships are minimized, thus deepening social happiness. To betray
the marital promise attacked her vision of social
happiness at its core. So, in order to reclaim her
social self-image and its happiness, Erica chose
"to change her life, to find a church, to find some
community group and a cause, and above all, to
improve her marriage, to tether herself to a set of
moral commitments:' Unlike an autonomous self,
Erica did not feel tied down by commitment but
rather understood the marital commitment as a
tether to another by which together they would
find the happiness of discovering the "deepest
potential" of their social natures.
My Augustinian advice is to "Take and read:'
This is a good story that I suspect may become
an important book if it turns out that Brooks's
interpretation of the neuroscience data further
confirms the wisdom of the philosophical turn
toward character and virtue. I hope this book
becomes important because, as Erica's life illustrates, when we see ourselves as social animals,
we see the value of certain kinds of institutions,
such as the church, for our human happiness. In
the logic of autonomy, participation in the church
is implausible. If Brooks is right, and is recognized
as right, this may all change, though I'm not holding my breath.
I take the passion of the critics who do not
want this to be an important book as a sign that
it just might become one. Gary Greenberg (The
Nation, 6 June 2011) calls The Social Animal "the
dumbest story ever told .... a lumpy hybrid:' Alan
Wolfe (The New Republic, 2 March 2011) accuses
Brooks of writing a book that uses science to
"buttress a prior point of view:' Well, true. That

is what every argument does, including Wolfe's
argument against Brooks. It is not giving buttressing reasons that bothers Wolfe, but Brooks's
Burkean point of view. So Wolfe hopes that Brooks
is only a "skillful popularizer" whose importance
will extend no further than an appearance with
Oprah. PZ Meyers (Salon, 4 March 2011) says
the book is "pseudo-science" that allows Brooks's
"shallow" readers "to pretend to have knowledge:' Meyers-a partial Augustinian-advises
his readers to take up this book and then fling
it "with great force across rooms everywhere:'
And finally the philosopher Thomas Nagel says
that Brooks's story is superficial, not because
Brooks wants to think about "the most effective
means of shaping people;' but rather because
Brooks is too empirical and does not make normative claims about "what our ends should be"
(New York Times Sunday Book Review, 11 March
2011). This is a puzzling criticism of a book
that is about happiness and so about the human
ends that define human happiness. The point is,
Brooks's happiest story has made some serious
thinkers rather unhappy which suggests he is to
be taken seriously and suggests he might be right.
Allan Bloom's The Closing of the American Mind
enjoyed similar dismissive criticisms and became
an important book. In thirty years or so, I hope
the same will be said of The Social Animal. ;-

David K. Weber is Lecturer in Theology at
Valparaiso University.
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EXCUSED
After my husband
and son finished
eating and left the table,
taking their plates
to the kitchen, I remained
sitting with the bunched-up
napkins, the salt
and pepper shakers,
empty salad bowl,
and milk-rimmed glass.
I pushed my own plate
to the side. I put
my head down
and cradled it
with my arms. This
was familiar. This body
like this was familiar.
This weight in here. This
muting. It was
my father, after dinner
at the table of six.
We scraped our plates
around him and went off
to do our homework
or lessons, or to read. Talk
on the phone. Change
shoe sizes. Fill out
the applications. Starve
ourselves. Marry. Accept
our just rewards.

AmyM. Clark
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Reaching for the Impossible
Neil Burger's Limitless
Christina Bieber Lake

H

OLLYWOOD HAS ALWAYS HAD A LOVE

affair with happy endings. Disney made a
fortune by spinning grisly fairy tales into
the purer gold of films like The Little Mermaid, in
which Ariel wins the prince, gets her voice back,
and lives happily ever after instead of dissolving into foam on the surface of the ocean. What
screenwriters and directors decide to change says a
lot about what Americans go to the movies to see,
and about how we are willing and unwilling to be
challenged. When it comes to our children, we are
protective. We would rather they not go home with
the memory of the evil queen in Snow White dancing to her death in hot iron shoes, which was the
way that the brothers Grimm ended their original
tale.
When a screenwriter radically re-writes the
ending of a story meant for adults, the changes
reveal much more about what we think we want,
at least when we escape to the movies. One of
the most revelatory adaptations in recent times is
Leslie Dixon's 2011 screenplay Limitless. Directed
by Neil Burger, Limitless retells the story of Eddie
Spinola, a character from Alan Glynn's novel The
Dark Fields (2001), who takes an experimental
drug to increase his brain power. The differences
in title tell it all: Dixon replaces Glynn's grim warning with the promise of a limitless future. While
Glynn's book explores both the moral and physical
limits to cognitive enhancement, Leslie's screenplay
reflects how much Americans want those limits to
disappear. This change in screenplay is more than
just an innocuous Hollywood scrub job on fanciful
science fiction. Since we live in a world where there
are new developments in psychopharmaceuticals
every day, there are serious dangers in such a blithe
dismissal of Glynn's warning.
The book and the film share an identical premise. Eddie (Bradley Cooper) is a failed writer who

runs into his ex-wife's brother on the streets of
New York City. Gant, the ex-brother-in-law, claims
to have cleaned up his drug-dealing ways and to
work for a legitimate pharmaceutical company.
Gant offers Eddie a little pill called NZT which will
help him to "access all of his brain'' instead of the
paltry 20 percent we are all accustomed to. Since
Eddie thinks he has nothing to lose, he takes it.
Almost immediately his synapses begin to fire in a
way he has never experienced. He not only begins
to remember everything he has read, but is able
to process and organize it too. He gains a burst of
energy, finishes his book, easily learns other languages, manipulates the stock market, and becomes
the life of every party he attends. Eddie develops
that sensibility that Henry James so admired in the
writer, becoming literally the person "on whom
nothing is lost:' He perceives everything, "not in
any heightened, druggy way;' but because he is
finally able to maximize his brain like an athlete in
the zone maximizes his body. While taking NZT,
Eddie becomes the paragon of the crazily busy successful American: the "controlling dynamic" of his
life is "immediacy, acceleration, speed:'
This kind of plot is tailor-made for the best
Hollywood has to offer, and Neil Burger's visuals deliver. The pre-enhanced Eddie is disheveled,
gray-green, and drab; the enhanced Eddie sharpens to life in rich, bright hues that make his blue
eyes shine. (Tinted contacts also help, no doubt).
Declaring, "I was blind, but now I see:' he is able
even to watch himself from the outside. The film
gets the idea very well: it speeds up the action; it is
joyful, colorful, exuberant. When Eddie is writing,
letters fall from the sky all around him, arranging
themselves. When he studies the. stock market, all
the numbers line up. The film captures the surge
of energy that is behind the experience of discovery, of finally connecting the dots. In addition to all
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these fun visuals, the script is witty: "Math became
useful ... and fun!" As long as Eddie is taking NZT,
he sails through life, cognitively enhanced, super
productive, and socially brilliant.
But that is where the similarities between the
book and the film end. Unlike Limitless, The Dark
Fields is dystopic, another reminder that there is
no such thing as a free trip. It is primarily a book
about addiction. Eddie is a former coke-head, and
he knows better than to take a pill he knows nothing about. Out of desperation he does so anyway
and soon becomes addicted, as much to the idea

of finally getting a high without all the usual side
effects as he is to the new version of himself. Glynn
seems to understand the inherent dangers of trying
to transcend the banal permanently. Eddie's brain
works overtime, but it is too much for him: he cannot account for hours at a time, and during those
hours he is doing a lot of stuff he can't remember.
He has sex with and then murders a woman who he
can barely remember meeting. After talking to his
ex-wife Melissa, herself an NZT burnout, he discovers that everyone who has taken the drug has either
died or is in the process of dying. He also learns that
he has been used as a guinea pig by a drug manufacturer who is testing the product illegally and has
now cut him off. Since he knows he will die without
the drug, he tries to acquire enough of the product
to stay sharp enough to learn how to manufacture
it himself. Before he can do that, the authorities are
closing in on him for two murders: the woman and
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a loan shark he had relied upon to get ahead. The
book ends with him taking just enough of the drug
to help him finish typing the story into his computer before he dies. Eddie is lost, and, wishing it
could "mean what it says;' he pushes the save button on his computer.
The Eddie of The Dark Fields is a dead man
who has left behind a manuscript that describes
the folly of his overreaching as compellingly as
Victor Frankenstein had described his. Not so
the Eddie in Limitless. Sure, someone killed the
woman, but the film suggests it may not have
been Eddie; regardless, he gets
let off the hook when the only
witness fails to identify him
in a lineup. He kills the loan
shark, but doesn't get blamed
for that either. While most of
the movie is spent tracking his
frantic efforts to secure enough
of the drug to keep him going,
in the end it doesn't matter.
Instead, the movie jumps twelve
months into the future when the
still snazzy Eddie is about to be
elected senator. While in his
campaign headquarters, he is
visited by the powerful owner of
the company that clandestinely
manufactures NZT, Van Loon (Robert DeNiro).
Van Loon seems to have him under his thumb,
offering a supply of the drug in exchange for political favors. Time to pay the piper, the audience
thinks. But not in America: Eddie, it turns out, is
still cognitively souped-up but doesn't need NZT
to get there now. Just as his supply had begun to
dwindle, he tweaked the ingredients, and enabled
himself to go off of the drug-but with the lasting
effects of a changed brain! In other words, Eddie
somehow achieved extreme neuroplasticity: with
the help of NZT, his brain quickly evolved into a
newly enhanced form that does not need the drug
and that experiences no ill effects from using it.
Eddie is now a walking version of the transhumanist superman. He is humanity+, and his
prospects are limitless. The movie ends with him
speaking Chinese in a restaurant, impressing his
newly reacquired girlfriend.

No one who has seen even just a few Hollywood
blockbusters can be surprised by this ending, but
in the midst of a biotechnological revolution the
ending might be less innocuous than it seems. The
revolution, especially when it comes to psychopharmaceuticals, is fueled as much by the promise
of enhancement without side effects as it is by the
desire to treat known disorders. As neuroscientific
discoveries link more and more of our behavior
to specific locations in the brain, more Americans
are lured by the idea that one day, finally, all of
our most pressing problems will be solved by taking a pill or tweaking our genes. The Chronicle of
Higher Education recently reported that increasing
numbers of professors are taking Ritalin (a drug
normally prescribed for ADHD) to get their jobs
done (10 April2005); and in her book Unbearable
Weight, Susan Bordo reported that many academics
who scoff at plastic surgery would stand in line for a
pill that gave them a few more IQ points.
Do these things really matter that much? Will
popping a pill like NZT, should one be developed,
be substantially different from taking caffeine, the
most regularly-used stimulant? The difference
might be that caffeine has long been widely available to everyone without a prescription, and its
effects are fully known. It is much less clear what
will happen when the availability of new drugs
raises the bar of our expectations for productivity,
energy, or even just being happy. What we call a
"problem" is likely to expand to follow these new
expectations. For example, new expectations for
human productivity might one day mean that it is
now a problem that it takes me three years instead
of three months to write a book, or that I cannot
remember everything that I read, or that I have to
"waste" eight hours a day sleeping. By removing all
the warnings, films like Limitless encourage viewers to keep pressing on biotechnology to give them,
finally, the edge they deserve. As the Canadian philosopher George Grant observed, when technology
solves one problem, it creates another, which it is
then obliged to turn to technology to solve, and so
on. This story of ever-increasing expectations for
biotechnology is, perhaps, the only thing that is
certain to be limitless.
One effect of being offered this narrative
again and again is that the thinking of groups like

the Transhumanists does not seem so outre any
more. Transhumanists are a group of people scattered across several organizations who believe that
humanity needs to evolve to the next stage of life, to
become posthuman through the use of technologies such as psychopharmaceuticals. Nick Bostrom
is one of the more articulate to hold this vision. In
"Why I Want to be Posthuman When I Grow Up;'
he offers a vignette of what being enhanced would
look like:
You also discover a greater clarity of mind.
You can concentrate on difficult material
more easily and it begins making sense
to you. You start seeing connections that
eluded you before. You are astounded to
realize how many beliefs you had been
holding without ever really thinking about
them or considering whether the evidence
supports them. You can follow lines of
thinking and intricate argumentation farther without losing your foothold. Your
mind is able to recall facts, names, and
concepts just when you need them. You
are able to sprinkle your conversation with
witty remarks and poignant anecdotes.
Your friends remark on how much more
fun you are to be around. Your experiences
seem more vivid. When you listen to music
you perceive layers of structure and a kind
of musical logic to which you were previously oblivious; this gives you great joy.
You continue to find the gossip magazines
you used to read amusing, albeit in a different way than before; but you discover that
you can get more out of reading Proust and
Nature. You begin to treasure almost every
moment oflife; you go about your business
with zest; and you feel a deeper warmth
and affection for those you love, but you
can still be upset and even angry on occasions where upset or anger is truly justified
and constructive.
The similarity between this VlSIOn and Eddie's
experience is obvious. What is astonishing about
Bostrom's version is its assumption that being
enhanced would necessarily lead people to treasure
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more of the moments in their lives. The easy link
between changing oneself for the better and being
happy (finally!) because of that change has been a
part of American mythology from the beginning.
Though their labels (transhumanist, posthumanist, extropians) can be tricky, these ideas are really
only extreme versions of a belief that has become
increasingly prevalent in the so-called "man on the
street" American: that the human body is plastic,
ready for the next improvement, and that the brain
is a computer, ready for the next upgrade. Films
like Limitless reveal how many Americans already
believe this to be true without any sense of the monumental shift it represents in how they think about

The more that drugs promise
an enlightened future, the
more dissatisfaction with the
unenlightened present grows.

themselves, their moral choices, their productivity,
their happiness. This change does not come without cost, but Americans seem as unaware of the
cost as we are of this sea change in our thinking.
It is not surprising, then, that among the many
implications of this sea change, the most dangerous are the most invisible. The biggest problem
with the idea of cognitive enhancement may not
be in the technology itself, but in its promise. In
overvaluing speed, energy, productivity, and perception, it devalues the quotidian and banal reality
we have to live with every day, regardless of what
drugs we may take or gadgets we may use. I am
going to call this the "Dead Poets Society" effect.
I had the unfortunate pleasure of beginning my
career teaching English in 1990, one year after this
movie came out. Although I was also young and
idealistic, and wanted to believe that I could inspire
students to love poetry like Robin Williams did, I
soon recognized that Hollywood cheats teachers by
making students think that teaching and learning
can be exhilarating all the time. It collects all the
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inspired moments, which as we academics know,
come rarely and only after lots of hard work, and
condenses them into a nonstop, rollercoaster-ride
narrative. (One tenth-grader even wrote on her
student evaluation: "Why can't this class be more
like Dead Poets Society?" While I am not sure this
helped me to improve as a teacher, it certainly
taught me to dread reading student evaluations.)
The point is that no one who is trying to learn how
to live and learn and grow in our flawed human
society-which should be every single one of usprofits from thinking that life can ever be all on, all
the time. This is why Glynn's novel is really about
the nature of addiction, not the promise ofbiotechnology. Addiction has a biochemical component
to be sure, but what starts people down that road
is dissatisfaction with life as it is, and the promise
of something more. When a potential addict gets a
taste of enhanced life, he naturally wants more and
more, until he cannot tolerate his former existence
at all. It may be that when treated carelessly, what
psychopharmaceuticals spur most of all is not an
addiction to a particular drug, but to the promise
of a different life. The more that drugs promise an
enlightened future, the more dissatisfaction with
the unenlightened present grows. The fragmented
and incomplete present pales in comparison to the
mystical wholeness that is the future. Ironically,
there is no freedom in that narrative.
That Limitless so thoroughly missed this boat
is nowhere more clear than in its avoidance of
Glynn's original title and corresponding epigraph,
taken from F. Scott Fitzgerald's The Great Gatsby.
The epigraph is taken from the end of the novel,
after Gatsby has died and the illusion of his life as
perfectly magnificent has been exposed. The narrator reflects that Gatsby "had come a long way to
this blue lawn, and his dream must have seemed so
close that he could hardly fail to grasp it. He did not
know that it was already behind him, somewhere
back in that vast obscurity beyond the city, where
the dark fields of the republic rolled on under the
night:' Glynn makes Eddie into a contemporary
Gatsby; he is reaching out to the "orgiastic future
that year by year recedes before us:' ignoring the
fact that what he is reaching for is, by definition,
unattainable, an illusion. The dream is already
behind him, in the "dark fields of the republic:'

What exactly Fitzgerald meant by this ending is
debatable, but Glynn has obviously used the image
to signify that Eddie, as full of perception and
insight as he becomes, has reached too far in the
wrong direction. The narrative is one of the oldest
and most important morality tales we have: human
overreaching is always costly. Though not in
twenty-first century America, apparently: the only
thing that Leslie Dixon does with Fitzgerald's foreboding dark fields in her screenplay is to rework
them into a title that Eddie is selling to describe his
political ascent: The Dark Fields Illumined.
While many transhumanists concede that
there may be upper limits to cognitive enhancement, or side effects to certain drugs, they never
consider the deleterious effects that the desire to be
all on, all the time might have on people. The effect
of this desire is a metaphysical issue, not a scientific one, an issue that St. Augustine noticed back
in 397 AD, although he certainly wasn't dreaming
of the availability of technology to manufacture
such ecstatic states. Augustine thought about the
theological ramifications of transcendence in a way
that Bostrom and others have not adequately considered, and so his Confessions have an odd new
salience today. In book four, Augustine begins to
plead with his soul to recognize that it has misnamed its true desire, which is a desire for God, as
a series of false replacements. He urges his soul not
to trust the desires of the flesh, because they give
partial knowledge. "To punish you a just limit has
been fixed for the senses of your body;' he writes,
and if this were not so, Augustine reasons, his
soul would end up wanting something that is not
possible here on earth: for the present moment to
pass away. This is a complicated passage, but part
of what Augustine understands is that to achieve
the cognitive wholeness of super perception (to be
all on, all the time, seeing all) is necessarily to transcend time and live in an eternal state. So to want
this is to want something that is neither possible
nor desirable for a created being in the here and
now. Augustine views the limits God has placed
on the senses (at least here) as a punishment, but
whether they are there to punish humans or simply because they are inevitable in created beings
who live in time, it is not a coherent state for human
beings to sacrifice the limits of life in the present

moment for some greater whole. Led by Augustine,
we can ask: can a human existence that is incoherent in this way ever be a happy existence? It might
end up being more of a curse. It might even be the
definition of insanity.
Augustine does not explore the issue further.
Instead, he resolves it in a way that will never appeal
to contemporary audiences. He resolves it by telling his soul that it should thank God for its limits
because the limits teach him that what his soul
really desires is God himsel£ God is the only limitless being. Dixon's screenplay suggests that what
Americans want more than God is a god-like existence. Rather than turning to Jesus Christ, who
taught the apostle Paul that God's power is made
perfect in weakness, Americans will go on aiming
to be stronger, smarter, and limitless. We will continue to have the attitude-and results-that F. Scott
Fitzgerald noticed nearly one hundred years ago:
"It eluded us then, but that's no
matter-tomorrow we will run faster, stretch out
our arms farther.... And one fine morningSo we beat on, boats against the current, borne
back ceaselessly into the past:' f

Christina Bieber Lake is Associate Professor
of English at Wheaton College.
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DAMASCUS
1.

This is not a sin-tacular story
of stumbling up the steps to the heroin clinic
prostituting my way through prom night
or mangling my children in the slot machine.

li

I'

This is a silent road to Damascus,
a pin-hole light through a curtain,
a glaucomatous cloud
that no Ananias would heal.
My persecution was too weary
for fame, a low-grade virus burying God
under the sweaty blankets of winter.

2.
When you slog a muddy path
through the woods and denounce the rain,
you blaspheme him. When the blackbird
shrills outside your window at five a.m .
and you count each shrill as a strike
against you, you drag him to jail.
When you curse the train-track suicide
for making you late, you swing the scourge
of stones above your head.

--·-=- ..
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3.

And all the while he had me figured out.
Infuriating to think of it- how he followed
my bike down the riverbed to the beach,
knowing my arms would blister
as I lay there seeking faith
in my body; how he watched me
count free throws, eight out of ten times
the ball banking off the edge or swirling around the rim
like a dog turning into his sick bed. I wasted hours
on the blacktop with no poetry or prayer.
He knew I would come.
He knew if I stood long enough
in the chain-link echoes of miss and miss,
I would let the ball roll into the roses to stay.
4.

Some say Saul had a grand mal seizure
in the middle of the road-falling sickness,
they called it then-the temporal lobes tenderized
to the flashing lights and sounds of God,
then the transient blindness. There you have it:
a world institution born of a disorder in the brain.
It makes sense now, my pregnancies
driving me to pray over the toilet bowl,
night sweats stirring up heavenly visions,
the swollen nodule bringing me to weep for mercy.
It was in the imagination of my body all along,
this diagnosis of faith, the spirit's feverish work.

:
!

f
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5.
In sixth grade I started to fear the end of things.
The planets will align, the news said.
The sun's imbalance will churn the atmosphere,
set the Earth off-kilter and shift the plates
like boards in a speeding hatchback.
So instead of conjugating Spanish verbs
I stared at the deceitful sky. Unfair
that my braces had yet to shift my woodchuck
bite, that my violining languished in a first-position
Ode to Joy. No boobs. No boys.
No high school science labs with lime-green tubes
or a college freezer full of Klondike bars.
I had no choice but to lay it down.
My voice, my flash of light
the silver marble of Jupiter smoldering
before dawn, rolling closer to my window.

6.
I have sinned, I said. I
want eternal life, I said.
That was the moment.
I wanted nothing but God.
I wanted a milkshake.
I wanted nothing at all.
Finally, I wanted it settled.
I folded my hands and spoke
to the carpet. I folded my hands
and spoke to the Lord.
I woke up and felt no different.
I woke up and my life
came to an end.
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7.

II

!
Saul lay blind for a few days.
Then the scales fell from his eyes
and he started proclaiming his name.

:

I still have the scales, God,
my eyes a salmon's skin:
green and lavender sunrise
on a thousand mottled hilltops.
The salmon fling themselves
upstream, shaking their bodies
free of rainbow specks,
losing the promise
in the flood. I'm trying to see,
God, trying to break through
this shine of darkness.
Each day another scale falls,
and another draws over my eye.

lj
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1:

8.
If only it could be as easy as Paul,
to curse one day and bless
the next, repent and change direction
for good. Not this cycling of faith:
a little light in the morning, lifting a hand
in prayer, then dozing to the bore
of the spirit. My body doesn't cling
to Philippian prison bars,
doesn't huddle under a Shanghai table
but saunters through the valley
of the shadow of ease. God saved
the Corinthians from their temple orgies,
rescued serial killers from their incinerated
hearts. Can he save me again,
a woman too laggard to lose any hope,
too blind to collapse in a flash of light?

lj

Tania Runyan
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A Deliberately Spiritual Thing
Christian Scharen

R

OCK ' N' ROLL GAVE US THE VINEYARD

Church movement; one wonders if
Vineyard has given us Mumford & Sons.
The Association of Vineyard Churches, described
as a "neocharismatic" evangelical church, was
born out of the intersection of Jesus and rock
music. John Wimber, the founder and first key
Vineyard leader, had Rock 'n' Roll roots going
back to the band The Paramours, a precursor to
The Righteous Brothers (think "You've Lost that
Lovin' Feelin"). Wimber connected with other
Jesus people in Southern California in the early
1970s to spark what has become one of the fastest
growing church movements in the increasingly
secular "Western" nations of Europe and North
America.
Marcus Mumford, Mumford & Sons' lead
singer and songwriter (and drummer if you
include his penchant for stomping on a kick
drum), was born in Southern California where
his parents, John and Eleanor Mumford, were on
staff at Anaheim Vineyard. That short stint set
them up for planting a Vineyard church in 1987
in southwest London, where young Marcus grew
up. The Vineyard movement has its own highly
professional music labels, recording artists, and
hit records in the Christian music genre. The
story of how Marcus Mumford emerged from
a scene that pioneered the merger of Jesus and
Rock 'n' Roll to later front an indie punk hoedown band that takes faith seriously is as yet
untold, but one can hardly understand Mumford
& Sons, let alone weigh their significance on the
music scene today, without at least gesturing to
this background story.
It is the church-y background, and the particular Vineyard shape of it, that helps make
sense of the gushing descriptions used by mainstream journalists to describe the band's music.
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In the UK's The Guardian, Laura Barton writes,
"To see this band live is an extraordinary experience: there is something fevered and euphoric,
about both the way they play and the audience's response, that puts you more in mind of
an evangelical church than a rock 'n' roll show"
("The Almighty Power of Mumford & Sons;' 11
February 2010) . Barton raises the religion question, but her conclusion is that with Mumford &
Sons the power and euphoria are "not so much
about God [but] about having spirit." But this
sentiment differs from what the band has to say
and what their songs portray. Although he notes
that some listeners have recoiled at the faith-orientation of the songs, Marcus Mumford doesn't
exactly say they are "not so much about God:'
He does say that he would be unable to sing silly
songs "about wearing Reebok trainers in a certain era:' To sing songs over and over again, full
of fury and passion, he says they have to "feel
what we sing every night, and believe it:' Falling
back on a somewhat trite distinction, Mumford
describes their debut album Sigh No More (2010)
as "a deliberately spiritual thing, but deliberately
not a religious thing:' And while acknowledging
that band members have differences of opinion
on religion, he continues by saying that they all
believe faith is "something beautiful" and "something to be celebrated:'
The other members-including Mumford's
childhood friend Ben Lovett (keyboards),
Winston Marshall (banjo, dobro) and Ted Dwane
(upright bass)-mostly leave Mumford to pen
the songs. His stint reading classics at Edinburgh
University goes some way toward explaining the
literary bent of their songs. Shakespeare makes
the most frequent appearances ("Sigh No More;'
the name of both their album and the first track
on it, for example, is drawn from the comedy

Much Ado About Nothing), but writers as diverse
as Pascal and Steinbeck make appearances. As
does, of course, Scripture but usually in more
subtle ways than the direct quotes taken from
literature. The band's clear yet subtle engagement
with Christian faith allows them to write songs
that allow the hearer to make a kind of sense of
one's life without feeling forced to take away a
"message" from the song.
Take, for example, the
song that introduced the
band to many fans: the rollicking Grammy-award
nominated "Little Lion
Man:' On the surface, it is
a lament over brokenness.
No Shakespeare here. Just
the brutal honesty that

It's not the long walk home that will
change this heart
But the welcome I receive with the restart.
Mumford & Sons, then, seem to have taken
aim at more than merely "having spirit" in their
live gigs. For those with ears to hear, the band
can evoke worship. Crispin Schroeder (who
blogs at My Life as a Wrestler) wrote about

it was not your fault
but mine
and it was your heart
on the line
I really fucked it up
this time
didn't I my dear?
It is a tribute to the shallowness we are capable of,
and its chorus allows us all a cathartic moment
of confession no matter the character of our sins.
In another confessional song, "Roll Away Your
Stone;' the lyric channels Pascal's description of
a God-shaped hole within us:
you told me that I would find a hole
within the fragile substance of my soul
and I have filled this void with things
unreal
and all the while my character it steals.
The following verses hint at a connection with the
parable of the lost son from Luke 15.
It seems that all my bridges have been
burned
But you say that's exactly how this grace
thing works

emerging from a day-long Vineyard pastors
conference to attend a Mumford & Sons show
in Phoenix. Ironically, he had no idea who he
was going to hear, and no knowledge of the
Mumford-Vineyard connection. Unsure what
he was headed for, he took an open mind to
the crowded club. They opened with "Sigh No
More;' and Schroeder describes "... four-part
harmony vocals over a subdued acoustic guitar
singing 'Serve God, love me and mend/This is
not the end/Lived unbruised, we are friends/
I'm sorrY:" The song builds through pulsating
energy, the band playing frenetically, and then
"in a moment the music almost dropped to a
whisper as Marcus began singing:
But man is a giddy thing
Oh man is a giddy thing
Love it will not betray you
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dismay or enslave you, it will set you free
be more the man you were made to be
There is a design, an alignment, a cry
of my heart to see
the beauty of love as it was made to be.
The song began building, moving to an explosive
crescendo as the crowd joined in belting out the
lyrics. Schroeder writes of being overwhelmed at
how "connected I felt to God and to the others in
the room of this club I had never been to listening
to a band I had never heard:' He was pretty sure
Jesus would have loved the show, too, "considering how much time he spent at parties:'
Comments on websites and fan forums demonstrate that this is not an unusual experience at
Mumford & Sons shows. We humans are a giddy
thing, which in Shakespeare's Much Ado About
Nothing functions as a summary statement for
the entire play. Yes, we are frail, broken, prone
to impulsive judgments. Yet as Mumford & Sons
suggest, love will set us free, allowing us to be
more the people we were made to be. Ah, yes, a
trick plucked from the pocket of U2 whose use of
the term love often covers for God (God is love.
I John 4:8) . God whom the first line calls us to
serve. And why? The last line of "Sigh No More"
tells us,
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Longing, a cry of the heart
a passion to see the beauty of love
as it was made to be.
The 2010 release of the band's debut album
Sigh No More was successful beyond their hopes,
selling more than half a million copies to date and
garnering Grammy nominations for Best New
Artist and Best Rock Song. Marcus Mumford
shrugs when asked about the popularity: "I think
it's a lot to do with the time-people enjoying
rootsier music, reacting to manufactured music:'
Perhaps. But for my money, I'd say people are also
looking for a spiritual connection that doesn't
shove faith down their throat, that captures some
of the ecstasy and poetry of those rare spiritual
experiences that mark and change us. Mumford
& Sons write about these moments and seem
able to evoke them too, through the ecstasy and
poetry of their live shows. Catch them when they
come to your town; they're hitting the road in
2011 as they work out the songs for their forthcoming sophomore album. -f

Christian Scharen is Assistant Professor of
Worship and Theology at Luther Seminary,
St. Paul, Minnesota.
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On Paying Too Much Attention
to Politics
Peter Meilaender

T

HE POLITICAL VOLUME SEEMS TO HAVE

increased recently. This has been true
throughout the Obama administration, at
least since the passage of health care reform. But
the decibel level rose another notch this summer
with the debate over the debt ceiling. For a good
month, beginning in July and into early August,
there was a steady drumbeat of daily news stories-print, radio, television, online-examining
in excruciating detail every piece of information,
however minute, about possible developments in
the ongoing debt negotiations. Was this person
trying to signal a possible willingness to compromise? Was that person just playing politics,
seeking an advantage for the 2012 elections? Did
John Boehner and Eric Cantor not really like each
other? Was President Obama being petulant?
Would Armageddon strike today or not until
tomorrow? The unfolding spectacle was a political
soap opera. In the end, of course, Congress reached
a typically congressional solution by appointing a
commission to resolve the tough issues later on,
raising the debt ceiling in the meantime, and
averting disaster. For now.
Thorough journalistic coverage of current
events and heated public debate are important
for the flourishing of a democracy. For political
junkies, the escalating drama of the debt ceiling
debate was addictive; for partisans, the desire to
see one's own side "win'' was irresistible. I admit
to being both a partisan and at least a moderate
junky. But I have mixed feelings about the barrage
of highly repetitive news accounts that I, at least,
found almost inescapable. Open the paper, there
it was; turn on the radio, the same; sit down in a
public waiting room someplace with a television
running, and there were the talking heads; open
the laptop to do some work, and in came the new
e-mail updates with the latest breaking news from

the Times or Post. In a well-known free speech
case, the Supreme Court once said that onlookers
offended by an instance of public obscenity could
readily "avert their eyes;' but there was no averting
your eyes from the debt ceiling debate.
Part of me finds this entirely appropriate. The
debt ceiling issue was a serious matter. The stakes
were high, positions were clearly drawn, and the
wiggle-room for compromise was slim. Those
who belittled the potential consequences of failing to raise the debt ceiling were mistaken; public
officials who did so were irresponsible. It is true
that we could have continued paying our debts for
some time, along with Social Security checks, but
only by having decided to stop paying practically
everything else. I bow to no one in my preference for a smaller government, but this was not
a desirable or realistic option. Moreover, though
it is always tempting to exaggerate the importance of the current moment, we may well be at
a critical juncture in American politics. Either we
will significantly cut government spending, or we
will move irreversibly toward a larger, Europeanstyle welfare state with sustained high levels of
spending. Which path we choose will have lasting
consequences for the American political system.
This is an argument worth having.
Nevertheless, politics is not all of life. Unlike
winning, it is neither everything nor the only
thing, nor is it even the most important thing.
Years ago, in an essay entitled ''A Day in the Life
of a Socialist Citizen" -one that belongs in any
collection of the all-time best political essaysMichael Walzer wrote that "one of the most
significant criticisms of socialist theory that has
ever been made" was Oscar Wilde's famous quip
that "socialism would take too many evenings:'
The promise of socialism, he argued, was that
citizens, through increased opportunities for parMichaelmas 2011
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ticipation in democratic self-governance over a
broader sphere of social life, would develop their
human capacities more fully. But that very demand
for political participation might itself become
overwhelming, leaving no room for the pleasures
of private life. "When will there be time;' asked
Walzer, "for the cultivation of personal creativity
or the free association of like-minded friends? In
the world of the meeting, when will there be time
for the tete-a-tete?"
That is how I felt during the summer's great
debate. Couldn't we just forget about politics for

Nor is it clear that this is a good thing.
Certainly the media attention did not improve
public attitudes toward participants in the debt
ceiling debate. President Obama's approval ratings have sunk to new lows, and his disapproval
ratings risen to new highs; approval of Congress
is abysmally low. We have all heard the saying,
often attributed to Bismarck, that laws are like
sausages-it is better not to see them being made.
Certainly that seems to have been true this summer. The more we saw of the back-and-forth over
the debt ceiling, the less we liked it. That may be
somewhat unfair to our legislators,
who after all were only doing what
those of us who prefer the tete-a-tete
The true danger is that real power will be
elect our politicians to do, so that
we don't have to do it ourselves. In
exercised not by the people at large, as in the
a world of people who prefer not to
be politicians, the sausage-making
democratic ideal, but rather by those who
process inspires disgust. (Despite
enjoy going to meetings-the activists, the
the popularity of "transparency"
these days, a less transparent politibusybodies, the ones who like deciding how
cal process might, ironically, be more
ennobling.) This dilemma is sharpthe rest of us will live our lives.
ened by our contemporary digital
media culture. The sausage factory is
running 24/7, and we can't get out.
a little while and get back to real life- to kids,
In worrying that socialism might require "too
gardens, vacations, baseball? (But not soccer.)
many evenings;' Walzer goes on to suggest that,
Obviously, there was nothing preventing me from
in truth, there will always be time for the tete-aheading outside to play with the kids or work in the
tete. People will make time for it. What they won't
yard for a few hours. But it's not quite that easy to
necessarily make time for are meetings. The true
escape the political whirlwind. For after those few
danger is thus that real power will be exercised not
hours, I inevitably would have gone back inside
by the people at large, as in the democratic ideal,
to check my e-mail and would have found myself
but rather by those who enjoy going to meetright back in the midst of things. Anyone whose
ings-the activists, the busybodies, the ones who
work involves being online is necessarily plugged
like deciding how the rest of us will live our lives.
into the twenty-four-hours news cycle much of
How then to avoid the tyranny of the activists?
the time. The explosion of the Internet, e-mail,
The only real solution, Walzer suggests, is to make
social media, and the like enables an all-politics,
sure that we take seriously the complaints of "the
all-the-time existence. This has not, of course,
irresponsible nonparticipant and ... half-virtuous
made politics of any greater intrinsic importance,
man:' [These critics]
but it has made it much more pervasive. And
the pervasiveness exaggerates the importance of
would be men who stay away from meetevery small event, which must be analyzed careings, perhaps for months at a time, and
fully to explain just how it differs from whatever
only then discover that something outrahappened an hour earlier and is thus worthy of
geous has been perpetrated that must be
separate journalistic attention.
mocked or protested. The proper response
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to such protests is not to tell the laggard
citizens that they should have been active
these past many months, not to nag them
to do work that they do not enjoy and
in any case will not do well, but to listen
to what they have to say. After all, what
would democratic politics be like without
its kibitzers?
American democracy can survive just fine
with Walzer's "laggard citizens:' Not, however,
with indifferent ones, with citizens so disgusted by
the process that they cease to care at all and tune
out political life entirely. Then we really will be
ruled simply by the activists, in the kind of mild,
paternal despotism that Tocqueville discerned as
the real danger lurking behind democratic equality. We have not reached that point yet. Indeed,
Walzer's democratic kibitzers sound an awful lot
like the Tea Party-ordinary citizens who had
not been especially active, who had not attended
the meetings, but who suddenly discovered that
something outrageous had been perpetrated.
Walzer's comments are an admonition for all those
media figures who treat the Tea Party with condescension, if not outright disdain, sneering at its
extremism, its black-and-white view of issues, its
lack of political participation. Better by far simply
to listen to what these citizens have to say. It would
be a much more alarming sign for American politics if they stopped saying it altogether and just
stayed home.

Of course, the Tea Party has made its own
contribution to the intense sausage-making that
the public at large finds so unappealing. My sympathy for their rough-around-the-edges brand of
upstart, "laggard" activism no doubt reflects the
(moderate) political junky in me, as well as a high
tolerance for the rough-and-tumble of democratic
debate. Indeed, as I read back over what I've written, I find myself vaguely dissatisfied by my own
argument. Worrying that the public might be
turned off by heated, partisan politics seems a
little too wimpy, too preachy, too ... centrist. (For
centrists I have little use. Give me an honest partisan any day.) My real wish would be for citizens
who are not so squeamish about what goes into
the sausage. But perhaps their squeamishness,
their distrust of"politics" (a dirty word, of course),
reflects an enduring human preference for the
tete-a-tete. That preference embodies an appropriate skepticism about the ultimate importance
of politics as a form of human activity. Politics is
necessary, but not (to correct one of Aristotle's
few errors) fulfilling. When the debt ceiling din
becomes too loud and too incessant, perhaps what
we all need is to turn off the e-mail and just go
outside to play with the kids. f

Peter Meilaender is Professor of Political
Science at Houghton College.
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Guess Who's Coming to lftar?
Ed Gaffney

B

I DIDN'T KNOW THE
difference between health advice and a
commercial. Tom Mix-a famous cowboy
actor-sang to children who listened to his radio
program:
ACK IN THE 1940S

Shredded Ralston for your breakfast
Starts the day off shining bright
Gives you lots of cowboy energy
With a flavor that's just right
It's delicious and nutritious
Bite size and ready to eat
Take a tip from Tom
Go and tell your mom
Shredded Ralston can't be beat.
I tried to give my mom Tom's tip, but she preferred oats and always insisted that we start the
day with a warm bowl of mush. "OK;' I thought,
"''ll be content with oats:' But early on in my life I
learned from Tom that no matter what one has for
breakfast, it's a good idea to start the day off-like
the sun-"shining bright:'
These memories of my childhood recently
raced through my mind as Muslims were
celebrating Eid Mubarak, the joyful holiday at the
end of the sacred month of Ramadan. During this
month Muslims don't take their tips from Tom.
In fact, they don't start off each morning with a
meal at all. Instead, they fast rigorously. Anything
they eat is pre-dawn. Once the first ray of the sun
appears there is no eating or drinking- not a
drop of water or a scrap ofbread-until they fin ish praying after sunset.
Why do Muslims do this? To experience the
hunger that others experience on a daily basis.
And to do something about world hunger by sharing their resources with those for whom hunger is
a daily reality, not a seasonal one, they practice
40
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zukat, contributing money to support the needs
of the poor.
Over the past decade, I have had the privilege
of learning things like this from several Muslim
students at the law school where I teach. This year
I invited four Iraqi students and their families to
have their fast-breaking meal-called Iftar-at
my home.
The group arrived together around 7:30 in the
evening. The women wore stylish head scarves.
One of my guests was a cute little two-year-old
boy. I greeted all of them in Arabic: ahlan wa
sahlan-you are welcome here and you are safe
here. I offered them hospitality the way our
ancestor Abraham did to a couple of strangers
centuries ago, "entertaining angels unawares:' We
had a wonderful time sharing stories about memorable meals in our lives. I told them about the
American festival of Thanksgiving, which in my
family always meant a conjunction of all the aunts
and uncles and cousins.
Then we heard the doorbell ring. I had invited
another colleague from my faculty. Maybe it's
Derrick, I thought. To my surprise, there were
two young policemen at the door and two senior
officers behind them at the sidewalk. Nice fellows.
Well behaved. But evidently wanting to come in.
I wondered why, but started off lightly: "Good
evening, officers. What can I do for you?"
"We received a call that a baby in this house
was heard crying, and is in danger, and we want to
come in to check that out:'
They asked for ID. I decided not to make that
an issue and gave them my driver's license. I could
tell he had been on an airplane: as he was checking my government-issued photo ID, he glanced
at my face and then back at the image. I broke
the silence by saying "Now tell me again why you
want to come into my home:'

"I already told you. To check on the safety of
a little babY:'
"Let me think about that for a minute;' I said.
All sorts of things raced through my mind. The line
from Gilbert and Sullivan's Pirates of Penzance: "A
Policeman's Lot is Not an 'Appy One:' Walk a mile
in their moccasins. Their job is to respond quickly
to calls for help. To serve and protect. Especially
if a little child is in danger. Sometimes they even
place themselves at risk as they arrest a violent
criminal.
I also thought of my guests upstairs and my
duty of hospitality. I knew very well that the twoyear old upstairs was enjoying a sweet meal with
his parents and many new friends. I had also
learned that all of my guests had experienced
Americans coming into their homes in Iraq without an invitation and without a good reason to
be there. I had already begun instructing my students on the American constitution and the limits
it places on governmental power. So I opted not to
consent to a search of my home, unless the policemen had a search warrant.
The young officer who was doing the talking looked shocked. Even a little wounded. "Why
won't you let us in?"
They are not my students, I reminded myself.
Keep it short. "Because you have been misinformed:'
The young officer pressed on with what he
thought would be convincing: "The person who
called us said a baby has been crying here for two
hours:'
Now, I knew the caller was a crank misleading
the police. "But officer, that's not possible:'
"Why so?"
My training at the hands of Jesuits impelled
me to offer three reasons, even if one might suffice. "Because I just left the grocery store about
an hour ago and have a receipt that shows the day
and hour when I was there buying apple juice and
hummus for my guests. Because they just arrived
at my home about forty minutes ago. And because
you can believe your own ears; can you hear a
baby crying?"
"No, but that might just mean the baby is dead:'
My patience broke. "Oh please, you go from a
sublime reason to check things out-a little child

needs your help-to the ridiculous-the baby is
dead:'
The officer snapped, "Don't put words in my
mouth:'
"Sorry, I didn't realize I had:'
"Why can't I come in right now to do my job?"
I remembered my first boss at the Justice
Department, Attorney General Edward H. Levi.
On his first day on the job back in the Ford
Administration, a Special Agent from the FBI
came over in the morning with a big stack of orders
for the AG to sign, authorizing the Bureau to tap
telephones. This FBI agent was just doing his job

All of my guests had experienced
Americans coming into their homes
in Iraq without an invitation and
without a good reason to be there.

that day, exactly as he had done it every work day
from 1968 to 1975. No AG-not Ramsay Clark,
not John Mitchell, not Richard Kleindiensthad ever asked this Special Agent what Levi did:
"Where's your probable cause?" The FBI guy was
dumbfounded, but he retreated, returning later in
the day to request authorization for six wiretaps,
not sixty. So in honor of the great man who long
ago taught me that law enforcement officials must
respect the limits the Constitution places on their
authority, I just repeated Edward's memorable
question, "Where's your probable cause?"
This got the attention of the Police Captain
and the Sergeant who had remained out on the
sidewalk and who now joined the other officers at
the door. Two flashlights now shone in my face.
"You have to let us in. Now:'
"Captain, you have given many years, probably decades, to law enforcement. You know how
easy it is to get a warrant. If you have probable
cause to believe the caller rather than me, you will
be able to get a warrant very quickly. And you can
leave an officer here to guard the door. But you
Michaelmas 2011
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do need a good reason not to trust me. I'm a dad
with three girls. If one of them was ever in danger,
I would want someone like you to protect her. But
no one is in danger in this home tonight. So I have
to ask you to leave. Now:'
For twenty seconds that seemed like an hour
no one said anything. No one moved. Things were
still tense when I thought of something else. "How
about this? I'm willing to go upstairs and tell my
guests why you are here, and I will ask the little
boy's mom if she's cool with coming down to the
door to let you see for yourself that her son is fine.
But she has to decide whether or not to do that. In
the meantime, I am leaving the door open, but I
am not giving you permission to come in. I think
I'll be back soon with the mom and her little boy:'
"OK;' the Captain said, and I went upstairs
to tell my guests what was happening at the front
door. They were surprised. "That's not what would
happen in Iraq;' one of them said. "They just bust
in:' The mother thought for a moment, and then
said, "Sure:'
I walked down the staircase and told the officers, "Here we come:' As I glanced back, I saw a
serene mother carrying a sweet and happy baby
on her hip. At that moment this woman seemed
valiant to me, and for a second I was hoping I
had not put her in harm's way. My fear was needless. She diffused the tension with four disarming
words, "Here is the victim:' And she smiled.
All my guests started to laugh softly. Police
officers are probably trained not to join in laughter on an occasion like this, but half of them at
least smiled back. Maybe they finally realized they
had responded to a false alarm. They said nothing, and left. I said, "Good night;' and softly closed
the door. My guests and I went upstairs to finish
off the Iftar on a sweet note-with cake and the
gourmet ice cream of my village, "Valpo Velvet:'
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Twenty minutes later the family with the little
boy had to leave. I went downstairs with them
and saw three of the police officers still talking
together out in the street. So I decided to accompany my guests to their car.
As I came back to my home, I asked the cops,
"Hey guys, want some ice cream?"
"Nah;' one of them said.
"It's Valpo Velvet! Chocolate Almond and
Butter Brickle:'
"No, we'd better not:'
"OK. Well, thanks for dropping bY:'
I have no idea who called the cops and sent
them on a wild goose chase. A nasty neighbor
who doesn't want women with veils in our little
Vale of Paradise? Stranger things have happened
in America since 9/11.
I will ask our Chief of Police to share the identity of the person who placed the 911 call with our
City Attorney. He'll be able to decide whether to
charge someone with public nuisance or at least
talk to them about the civic harm in calling in a
false alarm to the police or the fire department.
And I will write a letter to our Mayor, an
alumnus of our law school who has been doing
marvelous things in our community. I'll ask him
to do whatever he can to promote broader acceptance of the world beyond Valpo, made up of all
sorts of different peoples with different customs,
including what you ought to eat for breakfast and
even whether for twenty-eight days each year you
ought to eat or drink anything during the day. M~

Ed Gaffney is a law professor at Valparaiso
University, where he teaches a seminar on
religious freedom and a course on international law and the use of force.

Thoughts on School Prayer
David Masciotra

ORE TIMES THAN I CAN REMEMBER, I
found myself in the principal's office
of the Lutheran grade school where
my parents sent me for eight years of academic,
moral, and religious instruction. Various forms
of childish insubordination landed me in the
confines of the small, cluttered office of the boss
whose computer was stuck on solitaire and whose
intense stare struck fear inside the hearts of everyone who darkened his door, teachers included.
This principal introduced me to the music
of Bruce Springsteen, made everyone laugh, and
personally delivered a birthday card to every student every year, without fail, but he also had a
temper with the fuse, fragility, and flammability of
a ticking time bomb. All of the young Lutheransin-training learned about the wrath of God, but
we lived with the wrath of the principal. And it
was good. It gave the educational community a
visible and palpable presence of authoritative
accountability that exercised itself through disciplinary action, fair mediation of conflict, and
definitive decision-making.
Yet, despite his unchallenged reign over
225 students from Kindergarten through eighth
grade, the principal infused his authority with the
purest form of humility-the form that manifests
itself through prayer. On those visits to his office
he would sit me down, fiercely condemn what I
did wrong, generously explain why it was wrong,
uncompromisingly issue a punishment, and then
offer a prayer. The prayer would never be something so simple as, "Help David learn his lesson:'
Instead it would rest on the egalitarian wisdom of
Christianity. In the eyes of God a twelve-year-old
troublemaker is equal to a graduate-degree holding school principal.
The principal would pray that the incident
in question and the conversation it provoked

M

between pupil and leader would provide the basis
for mutual understanding, growth, and maturity.
He would pray that God allowed the experience to bring both of us closer to Him, and that
through the means of spiritually upward travel we
would better learn how to respect ourselves and
serve others.
The prayer would rescue the visit to the
principal's office from becoming just a boring,
rudimentary, and dubious encounter with an
authority figure, and it would elevate it above the
"because I said so" limitation which is all that
most children perceive in most disciplinary discussions.
The prayer connected a worldly authority
leader to one of his subjects on a human level
by recognizing that both the disciplinarian and
the disciplined fall under the guidance, rule, and
love of a higher authority. Breaking school code
or disrespecting a teacher was not condemnable
and punishable merely because it violated a regulatory policy, but because it violated the Lutheran
school's bond of trust and communal connection of purpose that came directly from our
shared story of Christians working to improve
ourselves-students, parents, and principals alike.
In the middle of a playground basketball
game, one of my classmates and I attempted to
settle our dispute over a foul with fists. We each
landed a swing or two before our bout was prematurely and forcibly ended in an early round by a
male teacher acting as referee. We were both sentenced to stand on the wall at recess for one week,
but we were also led in prayer by the principal.
He asked God to fill our hearts with love for one
another, rather than spite and anger, and asked
that He help us grow together as friends, rather
than break apart as enemies. "Help us to remember that we all must resolve conflicts peaceably
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with love and forgiveness;' he said before asking
us to join in with an earnest "Amen:'
A couple of years later when I got into a fight
in a public high school, two Dean's assistants took
my opponent and me to two different rooms. We
were both suspended for two days, as mandated
under their "zero tolerance" policy, and ordered to
stay away from each other.
I became close friends with the student I
fought with in junior high school. I never again
spoke to the student I fought in high school. That
certainly is not a coincidence.
A shared story generates meaning, and a
common purpose produces unity. The recognition and celebration of solidarity in meaning
and purpose enhances the possibility of understanding, forgiveness, and humility. With folded
hands, bowed heads, and closed eyes, prayer provides the language, gesture, and ritual of sharing
stories, finding purpose, and unifying around
mutually-generated, divinely-given meaning.
At the University of St. Francis, a Catholic
college where I studied as an undergraduate, an
education professor once launched a campaign for
"moral instruction in the high school classroom"
for education majors to include in their eventual
teaching, but made it clear that such teaching
would make no mention of God. An English professor and practicing Catholic, my friend Vin,
responded rather succinctly by calling it "bullshit:'
America is a pluralistic nation with a constitutionally enshrined separation of church and
state. Although that phrase never appears in the
foundational document of the country's legal system, for over a hundred years the Supreme Court
has interpreted the Constitution to mean just
that. For reasons both legal and moral, it would
be unwise, unreasonable, unjustifiable, and even
just flat wrong to force a Jewish child to say a
Christian prayer or make that Jewish child stand
silently while all of her peers and teachers recite
the Apostles Creed. It would be an assault on the
child's dignity and an insult to her taxpaying par-
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ents.
Any discussion, debate, or dialogue about
school prayer must remain loyal to the public calling of public institutions to serve all their citizens
with equal distribution of respect and resources.
The participants and followers of that discussion,
however, must also remember that the conversation is about something much deeper, more
profound, and more important than the recitation
of grace in the school cafeteria.
The idea of school prayer is rooted in the need
to give children coherent moral instruction as part
of their daily curriculum that, without a textbook,
includes conflict resolution, social cooperation,
and execution of individual agency in complicated
circumstances.
Newspaper headlines and television news
segments routinely reveal the increasing meanspiritedness, growing selfishness, and expanding
self-absorption in a nation that is losing any concept of social responsibility. The problems seem
overwhelming, stupefying, and insurmountable,
and solutions are difficult to find and seemingly
impossible to formulate.
The words my former principal used to
make the transition from disciplinary meeting to
spiritual dialogue may offer the beginning, and
eventually the end, to solving problems, both large
and small. In our homes, churches, and schools,
when possible and legal: "Let us pray:' -f

David Masciotra is the author of Working

On a Dream: The Progressive Political Vision
of Bruce Springsteen (Continuum Books).
He holds an MA in English Studies and
Communication from Valparaiso University.
For more information visit www.davidmasciotra.com.

MERRY GO
And down and up the merry go
the horses in a round pen
turn wheels or catch a tow
on the planet's hurl through space
the amused all taking place,
let the circling begin.
And step right up, step right
with an awkward gait
walk up and see the light
of stars centered in solar
systems close as a nose, stellar
and lying in wait.

:

And round, round she goes
who is she in a circle spin
stop, and somebody knows
where and when, never a game
the orbits all around the same
does anyone ever win?

Yvonne B. Robery
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First (and Second) Martin
Joel Kurz

W

HEN AN ANABAPTIST FRIEND TOLD M E

a few years back that his birthday was
November 10, my first response was
to tell him that he shared that date with Martin
Luther. Remembering that Luther wasn't the most
kindly disposed toward Anabaptists, I instead
told him about the saint whose November 11
feast day is the reason Luther was named Martin
when baptized the day after his birth. The once
widely-recognized saint whose day ushered in the
beginning of winter and the ensuing pre-Advent
season of feasting known as Martinmas is familiar
to very few these days.
So, who was this now mostly forgotten first
Martin? Martin ofTours, the "St. Francis" of the early
church, was born in Sabaria, Pannonia (Hungary),
in 316 and named for Mars-the Roman god of
war. At a young age, his family moved to Pavia,
Italy. His father was a high-ranking officer in the
Roman army who strongly opposed Christianity.
Even as a child, Martin was drawn with intensity
to Christianity, but baptism was out of the question because of his parents' disapproval. When
Martin was only fifteen, his father complied with
an edict requiring veterans' sons to be enrolled in
the Roman army, and Martin was placed in chains
and forced to take the military oath.
Although opposed to the duties to which
he had been conscripted, Martin distinguished
himself by personal discipline, selflessness, and
humility-living more like a chaste monk than a
rapacious soldier. One incident captures his character best of all. While passing through Amiens,
France with his regiment one bitter winter day,
Martin was cut to the quick by the sight of a
shivering beggar in rags at the city gate. All the
others had passed by, ignoring or deriding him,
but Martin could do neither. The only thing he
had of any help was his cloak. Knowing that he
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still needed some warmth for himself, he took his
sword, cut it in two, and clothed the beggar with
half. That night, he had a dream in which he saw
Jesus wearing his half-cloak saying, "Martin, yet a
catechumen, has covered me with this garment"
(Walsh, 371). That vision led Martin to be baptized
at the age of eighteen, even though remaining in
the army was irreconcilable with his understanding of what being a follower of Christ demands.
Martin continued to serve under Julian Caesarknown as "the Apostate" for his renunciation of,
and militancy against, the Christian faith-until
the next definitive act in the arc of his life.
After an already long military struggleinterestingly near Worms, Germany of later
Luther fame-Martin appeared before Julian on
the night before a campaign and refused to accept
his war-bounty. "Up to this point I have served
you as a soldier; let me now serve Christ. Give the
bounty to the others who are going to fight, but I
am a soldier of Christ, and it is not lawful for me to
fight" (Walsh, 371). Julian, of course, was outraged
and called Martin a coward. Defending his conviction and lack of fear, Martin challenged Julian
to let him stand unarmed in the line of battle and
penetrate the enemy ranks. Sure that he was out of
his mind, Julian had Martin locked up. That night,
a delegation came from the enemy camp, a truce
was reached, and Martin was given the discharge
he demanded.
Following his release, Martin sought out
Hilary, Bishop of Poitiers, and came under his
charge. Living as a nomadic solitary, Martin
returned to Italy and saw his mother become his
first convert. But all was not so easy. While in Italy,
he received a series of fierce beatings for his public
opposition to the thriving Arian heresy which had
driven stalwart Hilary into exile. Martin returned
to Poitiers when Hilary was restored as bishop

in 361 and was given land in Liguge on which
he established the first monastic community in
France. Martin became known for his proclamation of the Gospel alongside works of mercy to the
sick and the poor and gained a wide reputation as
a healer. Insisting that he become the new bishop
of Tours, the people and clergy worked in concert
to see him appointed in 371. Martin was reluctant but knew there was no way out. Assuming
the bishopric, Martin refused to live in the lavish
manner of other bishops and instead took up a
simple residence near the church until the steady
stream of visitors forced him to retreat to a remote
abbey. Until the day of his death in 397, Bishop
Martin was unrivaled for his defense of the orthodox faith and firm conviction that human blood
should not be spilt-even that of heretics.
Threads of Martin's life are woven into the
biographies of both Francis of Assisi and Martin
Luther: the conflict and break with an unyielding father, a life-altering experience that proved
to be the turning-point, an unbending devotion
to conscientious conviction, an ardent response
to corruption and division in Church and society,
and an existence devoted to the service of God
and people. Martin and Francis were both soldiers
who renounced fighting, whereas Luther never
was a soldier but is renowned for his advocacy of
a Christian's right and duty to be in the militarymost forcefully in "Whether Soldiers, Too, Can
Be Saved" (1526). Despite this contrast, consider
Luther's seldom cited words, enmeshed with his
support of the status quo, from his commentary
on the Sermon on the Mount:
With an excellent title and wonderful
praise the Lord here honors those who do
their best to try to make peace, not only
in their own lives but also among other
people, who try to settle ugly and involved
issues, who endure squabbling and try to
avoid and prevent war and bloodshed...
(I)t is not right for a prince to make up his
mind and go to war against his neighbor,
even though I say, he has a just cause and
his neighbor is in the wrong. The command is: "Blessed are the peacemakers:'

Therefore anyone who claims to be a
Christian and a child of God, not only
does not start war or unrest; but he also
gives help and counsel on the side of peace
wherever he can, even though there may
have been a just and adequate cause for
going to war. (Quoted in Marty, 73-75)
Even amid an ardent defense of the government's
"God-given" right to wage war, Luther weighs in
with extreme caution against it in favor of peace
at all costs.
t has been a delight on a number of occasions
to discover that Martin of Tours is not without recognition. Military chaplains invoke his
name and award medals in his honor. But I have
noticed a huge oversight consistently: his encounter with the beggar always gets mention, but his
demand for and discharge from the Roman army
never does. To dismiss that pivotal episode, and
the change in life that followed, betrays the fullness of Martin's witness. Such a mistake is akin
to remembering the military accomplishments
of General Dwight D. Eisenhower while ignoring his caution, early in his presidency, about the
cost of the arms buildup in the conflict with the
Soviet Union.

I

Every gun that is made, every warship
launched, every rocket fired signifies, in
the final sense, a theft from those who
hunger and are not fed, those who are
cold and are not clothed. This world in
arms is not spending money alone. It is
spending the sweat of its laborers, the
genius of its scientists, the hopes of its
children .... This is not a way of life at all in
any true sense. Under the cloud of threatening war, it is humanity hanging from a
cross of iron. (16 April1953,"The Chance
for Peace" -delivered to the American
Society of Newspaper Editors")
Another twentieth-century soldier also experienced battle's brutality and managed to write
with keen insight about humankind's attempts
and failures at being humane. Kurt Vonnegut was
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born on St. Martin's Day in 1922, four years after
the eleventh hour of the eleventh day of the eleventh month-Armistice Day-brought an end
to the horrors of World War I. A World War II
veteran, Vonnegut is well-known for surviving
the American firebombing of Dresden and for
dealing with it provocatively in his writings, especially in the 1969 novel Slaughterhouse Five: The
Children's Crusade. An agnostic who said that "if
Christ hadn't delivered the Sermon on the Mount,
with its message of mercy and pity, I wouldn't
want to be a human being" (A Man Without a
Country, 81), Vonnegut looked back on what he
lived through and gave us words no less worthy
of consideration: "I would have given my life to
save Dresden for the World's generations to come.
That is how everyone should feel about every city
on Earth" ("Wailing Shall Be in All Streets;' 45).
Echoing Martin's unequivocal commitment to
compassion and peace, Vonnegut saw, like the
saint long before him, that concern for the most
destitute goes hand-in-hand with combating
indifference and violence in ourselves.
emember Martin and the beggar? After
Martin's death, his cloak (or chapele) was
preserved as a holy relic and reminder of
Christian mercy in the midst of miserable need.
The shrine where it was kept became known as a
chapel, and its guardian called a chaplain. Little do
most people know that those words travel back
to that first pivotal moment in Martin's life which
affected all that followed.
For several years, I gathered every St. Martin's
Day in a little stone chapel in the Ozarks which
was acknowledged by the Guinness Book of World
Records as the world's smallest cathedral. My
friend, Bishop Karl Pruter (1920-2007), made sure
that the Cathedral of the Prince of Peace served as
a place that honored the life and witness of "the
forgotten saint:' This onetime Lutheran, presiding
in a cathedral no doubt the size of that first chapel, with only a handful of people present, made
me think I was transported back in time. So little
has changed, really. Yet I can't help but think of
Martin and the beggar, and of Paul's words to the
Colossians: "Put on then, as God's chosen ones,
holy and beloved, compassion, kindness, humility,

R
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meekness, and patience ..." (3:12). I can't help but
think of Martin and Julian, and of the words of the
Persian poet Hafiz:
I have come into this world to see this:
the sword drop from men's hands even at
the height
of their arc of anger.
because we have finally realized there is
just one flesh to wound
and it is His-the Christ's,
our Beloved's.
And I can't help but think that there is one person
who can clothe the shivering, live the mercy, and
heal the wounded ... and that person is each of us. ~

Joel Kurz is pastor of Bethlehem Lutheran
Church in Warrensburg, Missouri and still
stops to pray at that stone chapel in the
Ozarks.
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This Knish Needs Salt
Am I Multicultural Too?
Tom Willadsen

T HAD BEEN ABOUT FOUR YEARS SINCE I HAD
seen my friend Magdalena. We met for breakfast while I was passing through Chicago.
Magdalena and I worked together after seminary
at a church she now serves as pastor. Her church
is, by any definition, multicultural. In the late
1960s, the English-speaking component, then a
separate church, considered merging with one of
two local congregations. One was predominately
Cuban; the other Appalachian. After prayerful
consideration, the church chose Desi Arnaz over
Jed Clampett. Culturally and socially, the Anglos
were closer to the Cubans.
The resulting congregation has survived forty
years. Like any decades-long marriage, there
have been times of celebration and struggle.
Twenty years ago, when I was hired with the help
of a Presbytery grant to assist the pastor, I was
selected over other applicants because I did not
speak Spanish. The Anglos had found that they
often hired bright, young, idealistic people who
were attracted to this congregation. Repeatedly,
the vitality of the Spanish-speaking part of the
congregation pulled new staffers in and left the
Anglos bereft. "Never again;' they said, "This
one's ours:'
For almost a year, I helped the pastor by leading worship and Bible study and visiting folks in
the hospital. Well, I led English worship and Bible
study and visited English-speaking folks in the
hospital. Magdalena was in charge of Christian
education which was entirely in Spanish. The
Bible studies I led were for an aging, shrinking
group. "Old;' "White;' and "English-speaking"
were synonyms at this church.
In spite of the plan that I would only serve
the English speakers, I took part in the life of the
whole congregation. This congregation had a
fabulous tradition of annual International Nights.

I

These were potlucks like a young Peorian had
never seen! Every family brought its specialty
from the old country. They served their dishes
with great pride. I asked the matriarchs what they
called their entrees. Their children translated
my question and their mothers' answers. "Polio.
Chicken;' the second generation would inform
me.
It's the same bird, but prepared differently in
Cuba, Peru, Mexico, Puerto Rico, and Hungary.
I got Magdalena's recipe and dubbed it "Polio a
Ia Magdalena:' It's really just the way her mother
made chicken when she was a child, a recipe that
had never been committed to paper until I asked
for it.
Several times a year, the church holds a
bilingual service in which every single word is
translated. Once when serving as English liturgist, I began the service by ad libbing, "Buenos
dfas;' causing Guillermo, the Spanish liturgist,
to scramble to the microphone and say, "Good
morning!" At that moment, we exhausted our
mutual bilinguality.
For more than thirty years the English hymnals resided in the pew racks in the sanctuary,
while the Spanish speakers carried theirs into
and out of each worship service from a table in
the narthex. Every August the English-speaking
ladies held an all-day kitchen clean up. Originally
this was their covert way to take inventory of their
utensils. So there were tensions but also celebrations in this congregation. As I sit waiting for
Magdalena to arrive I wonder how things are
going there now.
I am delighted that Augusto, Magdalena's
husband, comes along. He reminds me that I am
a caballero. Once when visiting Mexico I was very
proud that I had learned how to say, "JD6nde esta
el baiio?'' Our guide answered me in English, then
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added, "You're a caballero!" I strutted through
the restaurant, proud of this new identity. Then
I reached two doors, one marked "damas:' the
other "caballeros:'
I am eager to hear about her congregation, but first Magdalena pulls out my family's
Christmas letter. She finds the second paragraph.
"What does it mean, 'Peter noshed his first knish
at Yankee Stadium'?" she asks.
Can it be that my Cuban born friend and her
Ecuadoran husband do not understand Yiddish? I
am stunned! Could I be exposing them to another
culture? Surely, they are the multicultural ones
here, not I!
"OK;' I begin, '"Nosh' is Yiddish for 'mouthful'
or 'snack: It can be a noun or a verb. 'Knish' -you
pronounce the 'k'-is ... "I make a bowl with my
hands, "sort of a pocket of dough that's deep fried
and filled with seasoned mashed potatoes. They're
really filling:'
The light bulbs go on over their heads,
"Empanada;' Augusto says.
We are enjoying a multicultural moment at
IHOP. Our waitress, Ebony, takes our order and
asks Magdalena and Augusto if they want hot
sauce. She looks at me and offers ketchup for our
omelets.
We show photos of our sons and talk about
their interests and achievements. We marvel at
how they all are growing. At one point, Augusto
pays me a lavish compliment.
"This egg needs salt;' I reply. Years ago,
Magdalena taught me how to say this in Spanish.
It's a Cuban idiom that, roughly translated,
means, "I know you're flattering me shamelessly.
Keep talking:'
Magdalena is in demand in our denomination. She is bright, talented, fun, creative, clergy,
female, foreign-born, and bilingual. Every committee wants someone like her to represent her
gender and ethnicity. And she's an "easy fit;'
because she has lived in the States since she was
twelve. All of her education was in the United
States. She could make a career of being "ethnic"
in our nearly racially uniform denomination.
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I am reminded of when I was asked at the
last minute to take part in a worship service in
Baltimore Presbytery. The planners had enlisted
lay people and clergy from predominately
African-American congregations, the Taiwanese
church, the Korean new church plant ... but they
had forgotten to get a white clergyman to take
part. I got a frantic phone call.
"Tom, could you lead the prayer of confession
and declaration of pardon tomorrow? We're putting the bulletin together right now!!"
"Sure, no problem, should I wear a robe and
stole?"
"Great! [He'll do it!] Yes! Thanks, we had
one of everything except a white guy! Now we're
good!"
"Here comes the neighborhood;' I thought.
As a majority male, I never think of myself as
having a cultural identity. And with this majority
worldview comes a certain blindness. Since I am
surrounded by people just like me and positions
of leadership are held by people just like me, it's
easy, natural even, for me to think that everyone
experiences the world as I do. It's a tiny step from
believing this to dismissing and ignoring occasions when someone with a different worldview
and history says, "That's not my experience at all:'
Altogether Magdalena, Augusto, and I spent
almost three hours catching up and giggling
together. I may never be wealthy, but I am rich in
friends. And with this friendship is a deep trust
and honesty, a safe place where I can confess my
blindness and can feel their exclusion and the hurt
of being misunderstood by majority guys like me.
We exchange hugs when it's time to go.
Magdalena hands me some bread pudding she
made for the Festival of the Three Kings. "Thank
you! Muchas gracias!" I say, because we have given
each other so much-knishes, salt, polio/chicken,
empanadas, bread pudding-food for thought for
my return to the Great White North. 'f

Tom Willadsen is pastor of First Presbyterian
Church in Oshkosh, Wisconsin.
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Reviewed in this issue ...
Susannah Heschel's The Aryan Jesus
Albert Meyer's Realizing Our Intentions
Hugh Hecla's On Thinking Institutionally

ER WORLD WAR II, THE GERMAN
otestant pastor Wolfgang Gerlach placed
iron sculpture depicting a broken cross
in his church in Essen, a symbol of Christians' sins
of commission and omission during the Third
Reich. It was an apt gesture, for despite a handful
of notable exceptions Christians failed miserably
in meeting the ethical and theological challenges
presented to them
by the Nazi seizure
of power and the
discrimination,
persecution, and
atrocities that followed.
Sadly,
leaders often failed the
laity, as numerous
pastors and theologians, embittered
by the aftermath
of World War I
and the Treaty of
\Tersailles,
were
caught up in the
extreme nationalism and anti-Semitism (both religious and racial) that gave credence to Nazi politics,
and provided a theological penumbra oflegitimacy
to the racialist worldview that made the Holocaust
possible.
In a book that deserves more attention than
it has received, Susannah Hesche! provides a
case study in failed leadership by documenting the activities and influence of the Institute for
the Study and Eradication of Jewish Influence on
German Religious Life. Founded in 1939 in the
city of Eisenach, directed by the Protestant theolo-

gian Walter Grundmann (1906-76), this institute
exerted significant influence, both in the world
of academic scholarship (it came to enjoy affiliation with the prestigious University of Jena) and in
Protestant ecclesiastical life more generally.
Reflecting the views of its leader, Grundmann,
the Institute had one overriding goal: to demonstrate that Jesus was not Jewish and that his
teachings in fact
contravened everyTHE ARYAN JESUS:
thing that Judaism
CHRISTIAN THEOLOGIANS
stood for. A catAND THE BIBLE IN
echism (Germans
with
God:
A
NAZI GERMANY
German
Catechism)
Susannah Hesche!
prepared by the
Princeton University Press, 2008
Institute in 1941
360 pages
summed up the
$24.95
central
message.
"Jesus of Nazareth
in the Galilee proves
Reviewed by
in his message and
Thomas Albert Howard
behavior a spirit
Gordon College
that is in opposition to Judaism in
every way. The struggle between him and the Jew
became so bitter that it led to his deadly crucifixion.
Thus Jesus cannot have been a Jew. Until this very
day the Jews persecute Jesus and all who follow him
with irreconcilable hatred. By contrast, Aryans in
particular found in Jesus Christ the answer to their
ultimate and deepest questions. So he became a
savior of the Germans" (126).
Besides preparing catechisms, the Institute
engaged in translation projects, prepared hymn
books, held numerous conferences, and sponsored the scholarship and speaking obligations
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of its members. While the Nazis shut down many
theological faculties and institutions, this one got
a pass-even if Nazi officials were perhaps more
often bemused than appreciative of the rarified
scholarly support it offered.
Ideas have consequences. Institute members
were not mere stooges of the Nazis, but honestly
believed in the cutting-edge nature of their scholarship as a sign of the vitality of progressive
Protestantism. In doing so, they drew heavily from
several nineteenth-century assumptions. First,
that serious theological engagement with the Old
Testament, as practiced by the Church Fathers,
medievals, and Reformers alike, had a negligible role
for Scriptural exegesis; indeed, the Old Testament
was practically worthless for cutting -edge Christian
theology. Second, that critical methods pioneered
by the History ofReligions School (religionsgeschichtliche Schule) were sacrosanct, and that the Biblical
critic in good faith could happily excise a virtually
endless amount of putatively Jewish encrustations
from the New Testament in search of some, elusive
"non-Jewish" bedrock of Christian truth. Finally,
that race mattered, and that Jesus was likely not a Jew
since he hailed from the Galilee, which, according
to some nineteenth-century scholars, was believed
to be peopled by non-Jewish, "Aryan" peoples during the time of events of the New Testament. Only
if Jesus came from another race, Institute members
earnestly believed and sought to persuade, could
one explain such cherry-picked passages as Jesus'
chasing money lenders from the temple or his
many confrontations with the Pharisees (the Jewish
"establishment"). To Institute members, Heschel
concludes, "racial theory did not appear insidious,
but rather a new and sophisticated social scientific
method of analysis .... [R]acial difference constituted a realm of order comparable to laws of nature,
expressed in human groups, culture, religion, and
topography" (64).
The activities of the Institute more or less corresponded to the years ofWorld War II -with some
of its busiest phases, in ghoulish irony, corresponding to the more intense phases of the Holocaust.
'~s Europe was being rid of Jews, the Institute was
creating a Christianity rid of its Jewishness" (141).
While the Institute ceased to exist after 1945,
many of its members enjoyed notable careers in
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the postwar period. The director Grundmann,
for example, went on to become a leading pastor,
seminary director, and author in the GDR, opportunistically shifting his political loyalties to the
new Communist regime. He even became a Stasi
informant! One might reasonably detect and rue
the problematically close relationship that German
Protestantism has had with political authority since
the Reformation. "[Grundmann] abandoned his
passion for Nazism quite easily, but his abiding
belief that theology should suit the interest of the
state would place him during the 1950s and '60s
in the same position he had held in the 1930s and
'40s" (257).
Such postwar "rehabilitations" of Institute
members owes much to the success of a particular
argument. Many Nazis, in particular the so-called
"Nazi intellectual" Alfred Rosenberg, viewed
Christianity as a "Jewish" religion, which ultimately
should be eradicated. The task of the Institute, many
of its members claimed after the war, was simply to
try to carve out a small place for Christianity-albeit
a dejudaized Christianity-against unfavorable
political winds from key Nazi higher-ups. In addition, members wrote exculpatory letters of support
for one another, vouched for one another's scholarly
credentials, and attempted to disassociate their work
from the murderous events of the period. Indeed,
the very political, ecclesiastical, and scholarly networking opportunities that the Institute facilitated
during the war years, Hesche! concludes, made it
possible for many to enjoy "unhampered" postwar
careers. Well-placed friends have consequences, too.
Even if the subtitle suggests more than is
delivered, The Aryan Jesus is an exceptionally wellresearched book, drawing from a broad range of
unpublished and archival materials, many of which
have only become available since the fall of the
Berlin Wall. Personal interviews, correspondence
with the still-living, and Heschel's mastery of the
extant secondary literature on various related topics, moreover, suggest that scholars will have to
reckon with this book for some time to come. It
will take its place alongside Doris Bergen's Twisted
Cross (University of North Carolina Press, 1996)
and Robert Erikson's Theologians under Hitler (Yale
University Press, 1986) as a classic for this period
and topic.

of the Holocaust, which today falls on the children
But it is more than a scholarly achievement.
of victim, perpetrator, and bystander alike, perhaps
This is an impassioned book written by the daughter
as good a place as any comes from Psalm 130: "Out
of Abraham Joshua Heschel, one of the twentiethof the depths I have cried to you, 0 LORD. Lord
century's leading Jewish voices, who fled the Nazi
hear my voice!" (NRSV). From here, Christian
menace when confronted with the very political
and Jew together might go on to heed the lines of
and intellectual pressures analyzed in this study. At
the author's father: "The world cannot remain in
some level then, the book might be regarded as act
a vacuum. Unless we make it an altar to God, it is
of filial piety-an attempt, if not to right, then to
invaded by demons" (In: Abraham Joshua Heschel,
expose the wrongs of a period which witnessed "the
"No Time for Neutrality;' in Susannah Heschel, ed.,
utter collapse of moral compass" (267). Although
Moral Grandeur and Spiritual Audacity: Essays of
the book bristles with a spirit of j'accuse, this spirit
Abraham Joshua Hesche!. New York: Farrar, Straus
is never indulged wantonly, but channeled into
and Giroux, 1996).
compelling scholarship that serves high-mindedly
The Aryan Jesus has rendered the world a little
moral, not bombastically moralizing, purposes.
less hospitable to the latter. 't
Finally, the book should make a welcomed
contribution to Jewish-Christian
dialogue, albeit one that will prompt
REALIZING OuR INTENTIONs:
some uncomfortable soul-searching
A GUIDE FOR CHURCHES
among Christians, as the book is
unsparing in its contention that an
AND COLLEGES WITH
embedded anti-Semitism has long
DISTI NCTIVE MISSIONS
been part and parcel of Christian
theology. And even if this did not
Albert Meyer
cause the Holocaust in any simple,
Abilene University Press, 2009
connect-the-dots sense, as Hesche!
288 pages
recognizes, its nurture of widespread
moral torpor toward the Jewish
$28.99
plight cannot be discounted. In
particular, the book should prompt
Christians to reflect candidly on
ON T HIN KING INSTITUTIONALLY
HUGH HECLO
what a fully post-anti-Semitic
Hugh
Heclo
Christian theology should look
like? Or, from another angle:
Paradigm Publishers, 2008
Can the universalizing claims of
232 pages
Christianity be affirmed while
fully acknowledging the haughty
$28.95
supercessionist and often violent,
attitudes that Christians have often
Reviewed by
displayed toward Jews? (see: Robert
Spaemann, "Sollten universalistische
Michael G. Cartwright
Religionen auf Mission verzichten?''
University of Indianapolis
in Otto Kallscheuer, ed., Das Europa
der Religionen. Frankfurt am Main:
S MUCH AS FACULTY AND ADMINISTRATORS
S. Fischer, 1996: 277-89.)
in church-related colleges and universities
If anything, perhaps the Institute's utter diswould like to think that our decisions are
paragement of the Old Testament will prompt Jews
always
oriented
by our institutional missions, there
and Christians alike to seek succor together in the
are times when we make decisions for instrumental
wisdom of its pages. Given the ineradicable shadow
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reasons. Often we know that this is the case. We may
even feel a sense of regret about the necessity that
we believe is forcing us to look past the substantive
ends for which our institutions were founded. At
our worst, we may not even recognize the implications of our actions. Over the long haul, however,
the cumulative effect of short-sighted decisionmaking becomes evident: we thwart our own stated
intentions to carry out our distinctive missions as
church-related institutions of higher education.
Two recently published books explore this nest
of problems in ways both illuminating and practical. Albert Meyer's aptly titled book Realizing Our

Intentions: A Guide for Churches and Colleges with
Distinctive Missions is a straightforward exploration
of how decision-makers should proceed in institutions founded by Christian communions. Hugh
Heclo's book On Thinking Institutionally, although
not limited to an analysis of higher education, is also
filled with insights that will be helpful to faculty and
administrators who are negotiating the tricky terrain of American higher education.
The author of Realizing Our Intentions, who
served for more than three decades as the head of
the Mennonite Board of Education, writes frankly
from a "post-Establishment perspective:' In fact,
Meyer suggests that an apt subtitle to this book
might have been "Church-College Relations in a
Post-Establishment Era" (12). In keeping with his
Anabaptist sensibilities, Meyer thinks that ecclesiology matters. From Meyer's vantage point, whether
a college is viewed as "an integral part of a larger
church" or simply as "an independent school that
contracts or covenants with a church body" (263)
makes a crucial difference. The criteria by which one
would measure institutional stewardship shift significantly depending on which kind of covenantal
relationship is in view.
Where the church's mission in higher education
is not defined by dreams of Christendom-like establishment (Protestant or Catholic), Meyer believes
that there is good reason to hope that colleges with
distinctive missions can thrive, provided that such
institutions can state the different outcomes that
they are seeking as compared with colleges with
more generic secular missions. So it matters whether
faculty and administrators in church-related institutions are willing and able to talk about the kinds of
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activities and behaviors (e.g. service) that we would
like to see in our students (98).
This kind of intentional approach to the
administration of church-related higher education
presumes a different kind of epistemology than is
commonly assumed in American secular institutions. Drawing on the work of Parker Palmer, Meyer
identifies the central issue as whether or not we
think that transformation is one of the ends of education. If we do, then "church people in education....
will want to go beyond describing the world as it
is. They will want to image a world that, in God's
providence, can and should be" (93-94). Sustaining
an environment in which this kind of intellectual,
moral, and spiritual transformation of students is
viable will require that institutional leaders exercise
great intentionality, to be sure. But Meyer reminds
us that this is made possible by our trust in God's
provision of resources, whether these take shape as
monetary means or as human skills.
Meyer also reminds his readers that if we
believe that transformation is an end of education
this then has implications for how we think about
the outcomes by which we want the effectiveness
of teaching and learning to be judged. He is quite
clear in saying that the way faculty and administrators go about assessing the effects of church-related
education cannot be limited to measuring students'
cognitive development. Meyer dares to suggest that
university leaders ask whether a graduating senior
of a church-related university with a distinctively
Christian mission would be "more ready than its
first-year students" to respond to a situation of
human need by altering his or her life plans (92).
Using this kind of "Good Samaritan" standard,
Meyer believes, is a way of forcing institutions to be
candid about whether they have a distinctive vision
or not.
Where denominations continue to assume
that they are part of the "mainstream" establishment, Meyer candidly states that the problem of
the church-college relationship lies with the character of the church itself (264). Noting the drift
toward "secularized conformity;' Meyer keeps his
focus throughout the book on ways that "colleges
and universities with distinctive missions can and
should make a special contribution to American
higher education:' Meyer also warns of the dan-

gers of "living in the past;' in the sense that some
churches want to hang on to the institutions that
they helped to create as if having an "historical affiliation" is an actual working relationship. At the same
time, Meyer believes that any institution that wants
to carry out a distinctive mission must be able to
"provide for research on the experience of the past
and for developing ways of working that meet the
challenges of the future" (280).
In such matters, Meyer is very practical. In fact,
the last part of the book consists of a set of specific
steps that boards, faculties, and churches can implement" (13). He engages the literature about the
optimal size of boards of trustees (seven to twelve,
not thirty to forty!), and he draws the attention of
readers to empirical studies that question the "conventional wisdom" that enrollment growth is always
economically and academically advantageous"
(176). He cites multiple studies that show that the
widespread belief in "economies of scale" is illusory.
On the other hand, Meyer thinks that faculty,
administrators, and trustees all should think more
seriously than we probably have about the "accentuation effect" whereby common characteristics are
accentuated through their mutual interaction (130).
This means it really does matter who we recruit to
be students. In fact, studies have shown that student
interaction-not faculty engagement with students-may be one of the most important factors in
the moral and spiritual formation of students.
Meyer contends that one of the most notable
weaknesses of church-related higher education in
the twentieth century has been "its failure to bring
longer-term perspectives into its decision-making
structures and procedures" (210). At the same time,
he thinks it should be possible for institutional
leaders (boards of trustees as well as chief administrators) to ask the following question: Does the
education that a student receives at a church-related
institution have any effect on the student's capacity
to display Christ-like love in his or her interactions
in the world? In fact, Meyer suggests that this could
be a proper focus for ongoing assessment and evaluation of curricular and co-curricular programs.
Albert Meyer argues in a compelling way that
we need to re-orient how we make decisions in
church-related universities. He encourages institutional leaders to think of faculty hiring not so much

as an episodic process in which departments are
given autonomy as a long-term process of selection
and recruitment that requires that administrators
and trustees exercise greater intentionality. He calls
for the kind of systemic change that would involve
"a kind of paradigm shift in faculty recruitment" in
which we move away from a selection processes to a
much more proactive search process (206). Instead
ofhaving searches constituted in terms of short-term
considerations as defined by faculty committees and
administrative judgments about enrollment, he pro-

Does the education that a student
receives at a church-related institution
have any effect on the student's
capacity to display Christ -like love in
his or her interactions in the world?

poses that faculty should be reframed as a kind of
"long-term faculty planning:' Just as colleges and
universities invest in planning for deferred giving, they should be "planning for deferred service:'
Accordingly, they should also create vice-presidents
for the role of"strategic faculty recruitment" (160).
Because Meyer served for more than three
decades as the head of the Mennonite Board of
Education, he brings a great deal of practical wisdom to bear on this topic. At a few points, however,
Meyer tends to write off church-college affiliations
as if ambiguity is always incapacitating. I found
myself thinking that Meyer, at some points, rules
out possibilities that should not be prematurely
foreclosed. For example, the somewhat conflicted
and enigmatic mission statement articulated in the
1904 bylaws of my own United Methodist-related
university remains relevant to the institution that
has a diverse student body in the twenty-first century. Further, I would argue that the awkward
language provides us with the opportunity to register what that could mean in the context of various
social conflicts of our own time. My university was
founded at a time when it was beginning to dawn
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on its leaders that the most important problem of
the twentieth century was "the problem of the color
line" as W. E. B. Du Bois memorably stated. Today,
many faculty and administrators at church-related
universities find themselves agreeing with Eboo
Patel's contention that the conundrum that we dare
not ignore in the twenty-first century is "the problem of the faith line:' We should not forget that the
clarity of our missions as church-related colleges
and universities is to be achieved in the context of
our engagement with the challenges and opportunities of our time and place.
Having said that, I heartily concur with Meyer
that, in these matters, the proof of whether we want
to have distinctive missions lies in the way we carry
out our responsibilities. If institutions like my own
university are not able to find ways to inculcate our
church-related mission in the faculty and administrators that are hired, institutional drift will occur
and we will not realize our intentions. On the other
hand, it may very well be that in the context of the
kinds of interfaith engagements we are experiencing
in the twenty-first century, church-related educators
will discover a newfound ability to articulate the
distinctiveness of our missions precisely because
we want to display both breadth and depth. In the
meantime, we can be thankful that wise leaders like
Albert Meyer have taken the time and trouble to
pass on what they have inherited.
Although Hugh Hecla's analysis in Thinking
Institutionally is not specifically focused on churchrelated institutions, there is much that leaders of such
institutions can learn from this latest publication in
the Paradigm Books Series on Politics. For example, consider how Hecla, who serves as Professor of
Public Affairs at George Mason University, analyses
why it is that the cause of problematic decisionmaking is not usually found in the failure to exercise
critical thinking skills. Hecla illustrates the problem by using a commonly used acronym for the
sequence of "steps" in critical thinking:
Identify the problem
Define the context
Enumerate choices
Analyze options
List reasons, and
Self-correct (92-93)
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As Hecla explains, the IDEALS model of critical thinking purports to be purposeful and
self-regulatory. Indeed, this pattern of reasoning
"presumes that no external correctives from the surrounding material of history, religion, or culture are
necessary. It is an educational agenda that teaches
students how to fit into a larger culture that is telling you to believe what you like, but trust nothing"
(95). And therein, we begin to detect a pair of tragic
ironies with this model.
As Hecla delights in pointing out, students are
rarely if ever "encouraged to be critical about the
critical thinking movement itself" (96). In fact,
often "no empirical evidence [is] offered to support [these] claims about the benefits to students"
of teaching such curricula. Finally, if "the main goal
of education . .. [as advocates of critical thinking
assert] is to reveal the reality-creating social, historical, and psychological forces that shape our lives"
(94), then the results of teaching critical thinking
may run contrary to our transformative intentions.
Student practitioners of critical thinking may come
to think of themselves "not as persons but as disassembled, hermetically sealed compartments of
critical intelligence, personal moral preference, and
basic instinct" (95). This leaves students-as well
as faculty and administrators-unable to lead integrated lives that thrive and flourish in the midst of
institutions that serve the common good.
As Hecla cogently argues, no matter how
much faculty and administrators know about what
a university is and how it operates, if they lack "an
internal point of view" that values the university as
an institution, then they are likely to continue to discover that they are the sources of their own most
vexing problems (78). Institutional thinking "has
to do with living committed to the ends for which
organization occurs, rather than to an organization as such'' (90). Or as Hecla counsels, "Thinking
about institutions may make you a social scientist,
but thinking institutionally can actually help make
you a more fulfilled human being" (82).
Prof. Hecla understands that this is a bold claim.
Accordingly, he devotes considerable space to spelling out what it means to think and to act in ways that
keep institutional ends in view. "As a basic orientation toward life, institutional thinking understands
itself to be in a position primarily of receiving rather

than of inventing or creating. The emphasis is not
on thinking up things for yourself, but on thoughtfully taking delivery of and using what has been
handed down to you" (98). Hecla hastens to add
that this does not require that we foreclose the possibility that innovations can address such concerns.
Rather, he wants his readers to take seriously that
improvisations are "intelligible and possible because
there is an inherited background against which to
improvise and be playful" (100).
If Hugh Hecla is right, then future faculty and
administrators of church-related colleges will need
to pay more attention to "the wisdom of daily experience:' Contrary to the perspectives of popular
culture, Hecla urges us to see how practical wisdom
can derive from the fabric of working relationships
that are enacted in the midst of institutional frameworks.
The deeper satisfactions we crave come
from strong bonds of mutual attachment to
other people and larger causes outside ourselves. Then the mirrors become windows
and doors into a wider world of loyalties.
In that world a sense of well-being and
happiness finds us rather than our frantically chasing it down. It is a place where a
person has a chance to find the simple satisfaction that comes from doing a job the
way it is supposed to be done. It is a place
where enduring relationships can liberate
us from self-preoccupation, where we gain
by giving of ourselves. It is here, not in the
glare of celebrity, that life gains an authentic
sparkle. (9)
As it turns out, when faculty and administrators
do pay attention to collegial relationships as a source
of moral wisdom, they also have the opportunity to
re-think their own sense of what it means to have a
vocation. Hecla readily confesses that it is "painfully
clear that professors ... can be seen minimizing if not
shirking their duties to their students and universities, duties that supposedly lie at the heart of the
professor's calling to be part of an 'institution' of
higher education'' (78).
Hecla argues that we need not be content with
this state of affairs. Indeed, he argues that we can

learn to engage in the "countercultural" activity of
thinking institutionally. What makes this approach
to institutional decision-making countercultural is
that it involves thinking simultaneously about the
past, present, and future.
· I suspect that Hecla and Meyer would agree,
even if for different reasons, that institutional thinking in church-related colleges and universities will
continue to be "an uphill climb" given the current
struggles of higher education in the United States
and beyond. And that climb begins by reminding
ourselves that it is not enough for leaders of churchrelated colleges and universities to display skills in
critical thinking. We need to take purposeful steps
to cultivate the capacity to exercise wise stewardship
of the institutions that we inhabit. I suspect that in
many instances, to do so will entail changing the way
that we think about the decisions that we make in
relation to those who will come after us.
One of the most radical approaches to decisionmaking in church-related higher education that I
have ever encountered comes out of the Anabaptist
tradition. The guideline can be stated this way: In
making critical decisions, faculty and administrators should not presume that they are to take any
action that would attempt to make the challenges
the next generation of leaders will face any easier or
harder than they are for the present generation. Such
a resolve requires a robust belief that God actually
is involved in human affairs-not to mention the
capacity to trust that human beings who lead institutions will act in ways commensurate with God's
provisions in the past, present, and future.
Many institutional leaders find this kind of
intentionality to be counterintuitive-not to mention nai:ve and impractical! But if we follow Albert
Meyer's counsel, sooner or later we have to confront the question of whether we really think God
is at work in us and in our institutions. Indeed, I
am tempted to say that this may be one of the most
critical tests of whether church-related colleges
and universities have the capacity to sustain distinctive missions in the twenty-first century. In the
meantime, administrators of church-related colleges and universities will continue to track all the
other indicators that help us to determine whether
we have realized the intentions for which we were
founded. ~t
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THE PRISON GUARD AT PHILIPPI
At night they should become less
than the animals they are, like the mildew lining
these piss-splashed walls.
They should lay down their matted heads,
be still and know the piled dead
decomposing in the corner.
To shift is to scrape the shackles
that wake your brethren to their lust
for bread. To struggle is to rust the metal
with your sweat. No telling how deep the cuts
when the blood runs in the darkness, when your wounds
stick to your partners' in chains.
And what foolishness to give breath to singing
when the air is scarce, to shout to a god
as your lungs fill with phlegm! As if
he would peer into the midnight of thieves,
reach down into these huddled bodies
swarming with maggots and lice.
It's enough to make the earth break open,
the walls collapse, and ohthe inmates stepping over the twisted bars
with shackles hanging!It's enough
to make anyone want to die.

Tania Runyan
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On the Post-9/11 American Novel
First published as "Singing in a Strange Land," December 2001

Charles Vandersee

D

EAR EDITOR:

Two days before Christmas, on
December 23, he was shot with a rifle,
twice in the lower back, and paralyzed for life.
Bud Ripplemeyer is a small-town banker, fiftythree years old, lately divorced and now living
with his new woman, originally from the Indian
state of Punjab, on the Pakistan border.
She, Jane, age twenty-four, should have saved
him. She realizes in retrospect that Bud's former
wife, Karin, "would have read the signals." When
Harlan, a local farmer, came to the front door,
speaking "very quietly," with "flat affect," Jane
did see the rifle under his coat. Harlan commands
Bud to go with him for a drive, and Bud manages
to whisper to Jane (who's putting presents under
the tree) to phone the sheriff: "He's going to shoot
me." But she didn't catch it, and later wonders:
"Is it the wife's job to sort out possible assassins?"
This takes place in Iowa, in the late 1980s,
when times are hard. Bud is a "good Lutheran,"
who ironically has been introduced to Jane by his
own do-good mother, wanting him to give Jane
a job. Harlan, in debt like many Iowa farmers, is
a seriously "disturbed" man, "who saw himself
betrayed by his banker."
The story would seem to say that even in
the US anything now can happen, even to mild
Protestants. A pious parent can inadvertently
collapse her son's marriage, and a desperate man
can become dangerous, even to a lifelong friend.
Predictably, Harlan after firing two shots "blew
his own head off."
Because of certain other elements in the
story, what we seem to have here is one of the
first American post-9/11 novels, Jasmine, by
Bharati Mukherjee, published in 1989. Certain
of its aspects indicate that this novel would
have been conceived only after 9I 11-after the

September 11 catastrophe, 2001-incorporating the World Trade Center, the Pentagon,
and rural Pennsylvania into certain desolating
Asian and Middle Eastern intransigences. A
novel depicting Americans now feeling differently about themselves, vulnerable.
Jane (a.k.a. Jyoti and Jasmine) has briefly had
one previous husband, before the one she takes
away from Karin Ripplemeyer in Iowa. This first
husband in Punjab, Prakash, was "a modern
man, a city man," not a religious or political fundamentalist. But the region harbors dangerously
premodern people. "What I liked was hearing
the men talk," Jane recalls. "Their talk was always
about vengeful, catastrophic politics." Before she
and Prakash can leave for their planned new life
in the US, they go shopping one day, and he is
killed by a bomb thrown through the shop door,
meant for her.
Here are examples of the talk that she
liked. Sukhwinder, who has lately visited "Sant
Bhindranwale in the Golden Temple," is a man
Jane characterizes as "the leader of all the fanatics." Sukhwinder argues that "[t]he Khalsa, the
Pure-Bodied and the Pure-Hearted, must have
their sovereign state, Khalistan, the land of the
Pure. The Impure must be eliminated." "Hindus,"
he goes on, "are bent on genocide of the Sikh
nation. Only Pakistan protects us."
Prakash rejects this, and historicizes, but
all these intricate local details won't register
with us, American readers: "Sukkhi, there's
no Hindu state! There's no Sikh state! India
is for everyone. Have you forgotten what the
Muslims did to Sikhs in Partition? What the
Moghuls did to your own Ten Gurus? Have you
forgotten what Emperor Aurangzeb did, what
Emperor Jehangir did?" Only Aureng-Zebe
might be vaguely familiar here, once recognized
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by English literature graduate students as title
and subject of a play (1675) by John Dryden.
The curriculum then was perhaps more multicultural than now.
Sukkhi responds with "peevishness," and
rabidly attempts to define these Moghuls. More
Asian arcana, not to be understood by Americans
but to display what a "fanatic" sounds like:
They were Afghan slaves, not true
Pakistanis. True Pakistanis are Punjabis,
like us. If they were cruel to Sikhs, it's
because of Hindu influence on them.
Many of them had Hindu mothers and
Hindu concubines who taught them
to kill Sikhs. Pakistanis were Hindus
who saw the light of the true God and
converted. So were Sikhs. Only bloodsucker banyas and untouchable monkeys
remained Hindu.
This is an American novel, set mostly in
Iowa but also in Florida and New York City.
Mukherjee, one of our most prominent living
novelists, is a naturalized US citizen. Arcane
Asian contestations are not supposed to be
grasped by American readers, any more than
readers have to figure out the papal wars of the
1860s, in Henry James's novel The American.
There a young Frenchman has received an "apostolic flesh-wound" and spent three years on
guard duty at the Castel Sant'Angelo in Rome.
Nor, in Henry Roth's novel Call It Sleep, do you
agonize over the passages from Hebrew scriptures and sacred rituals.
The point is that a post-9/11 American
novel will likely be opaque in places, since it
feels compelled to notice more of the globe,
but passions around the globe are too numerous and mysterious for Americans. Memoirs
and documentary films, autobiographies and
histories-these genres will focus squarely on
the Twin Towers and the Pentagon and explore
what an acquaintance here in Dogwood has
been calling "Muslimism." They will admirably
offer new analyses and insights. Novels, by contrast, often work with indirection. The post-9/11
novel will probably provide enigmatic informa60
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tion about strife in and among other cultures,
but only enough to induce a mood of curiosity:
What actions follow the talk of fanatics?
Why, for example, was the bomb intended for
Jyoti? Because she and her husband are out shopping, to get her a new and elegant sari. It will be
an emblem of their recent marriage, which itself is
emblematic of the "real life we wanted, needed, to
live," exempt from pre-modern restrictions. But
the combative voice ofSukkhi, a religious/cultural
fundamentalist, has announced his own emblem
system, calling "all Hindu women whores, all
Hindu men rapists." The sari "is the sign of the
prostitute," and of course foulness must be extirpated. Hence it is, Sukkhi, who throws the fatal
bomb, ideology annihilating friendship.
There will surely be post-9/11 thrillers and
suspense novels, with chapter after researched
chapter set in the training-and-discipline camps
run or franchised by Osama bin Laden. But with
Jasmine we consider the serious and ambitious
life-as-we-live-it novel-the enduring writing
sought by Emerson in his famous "American
Scholar" address of 1837, soon called the US
Declaration of Intellectual Independence: "What
would we really know the meaning of? The meal
in the firkin; the milk in the pan; the ballad in
the street; the news of the boat; the glance of the
eye; the form and gait of the body." Here's gait:
Jyoti on arriving illegally in the US is rescued by
a shrewd Quaker woman in Florida and taught
how to walk without being conspicuous. "Walk
American, she exhorted me, and she showed me
how .... Within a week she said I'd lost my shy
sidle."
In this post-9/11 "life-as-we-live-it" novel,
the underlying question, possibly unvoiced in
the text but absorbing both novelist and reader,
will be something like this: How much normal
life-walking, eating, watching, loving-can still
be lived in the US, now under the sign of vulnerability, some weird new astrology, threatening
daily danger in multiple forms? That is, assault
technological, biological, nuclear, spiritual, and
rhetorical.
It can be suggested, of course, though not
argued conclusively, that life-as-we-live-it has
been different in the US and worldwide since an

earlier date, 1945. Then, a more primitive aircraft,
the Enola Gay, but again two conspicuous targets,
that time Japanese cities. Since that time a new
fact gradually discerned: A bomb of the nuclear
type can land anywhere, pulverizing thousands of
bodies.
So, as plausible consequence, why should
humans not yield to this new pressure? That is,
there may be, since 1945, a new psychological
implant in the human creature, sending a persistent message. This message says that the world
may not long survive. Or, you in it may be suddenly shredded, so don't resist temptation. If you
feel like coveting, overeating, ideologizing, or
finding a better "relationship" than the one you
committed to, maybe you should go ahead: Shop,
glut, harangue, hook up. Or is this just age-old
carpe diem rationalizing, having little to do with
1945, or with the mistakenly demonized 1960s,
which was when that implant probably started
taking massive effect?
A particular strength and complication of the
novel Jasmine is a protagonist bearing up under
un-American misery. Will such extremity now
become normal, marking the American post-9/11
cast of characters? Compared to much of the rest
of the world, America's quota of misery has been
minimal, since recovery from the Civil War. But
Jyoti, besides seeing her young husband assassinated, has been brutally and cynically raped in
Florida as she struggles ashore, an alien especially
vulnerable because undocumented. Soon she narrowly escapes assassination again, in New York,
from a "dark-skinned hotdog vendor" near 96th
Street and Riverside Drive, who is none other
than the still-vengeful Sukkhi.
Since these instances seem to place Jasmine
under the sign of vulnerability, is it any wonder she's a carpist for every good diem? Instead
of resisting the smitten Bud Ripplemeyer, she
encourages him, despite awareness of the pain
inflicted on his wife. Yet once she takes him (or
vice versa), she refuses his pleas to marry. Bud's
former wife tells Jane to her face that she's a
"tornado" -that distinctive American phenomenon-"leaving a path of destruction behind
you." Maybe this me-first Jane is the quintessential American of the post-9/11 novel: not only

ever-vulnerable but implanted with the capacity
to suppress misery and narcissistically move on.
"In America, nothing lasts," Jasmine observes.
How about that for a new post-9/11 stoicism, or
rationalization? Here are her next two sentences,
surely conceivable only in a post-9I 11 novel: "We
arrive [in the US] so eager to learn, to adjust, to
participate, only to find the monuments are plastic, agreements are annulled. Nothing is forever,
nothing is so terrible, or so wonderful, that it
won't disintegrate."
What about New York City in the post-9/ll
novel? How does any novel even partially set in
the Bruised Apple now situate itself in relation
to the disintegrated Twin Towers? Jasmine's two
and a half years in New York are divided between
Queens and the upper West Side of Manhattan.
In Queens (Flushing, to be precise) is the India
ghetto, where uneasy immigrants rent Indian
films, eat native foods, and crowd together in
apartments to save money. City icons such as
towers, bridges, fashionable shops, and parks
are outside their constricted milieu. Their lives
implode rather than expand. New York is merely
"an archipelago of ghettos seething with aliens."
Only when Jasmine goes to work as au pair for
an academic/professional couple near Columbia
University does the novel's purview enlarge.
More of New York becomes visible. Not the
World Trade Center, but a ration of other icons:
Riverside Church, Park Avenue, and Broadway.
So finally one wonders if the serious
(non-formulaic) post-9/11 American novel is
destined to incorporate some or all of the following characteristics: Newly global in purview, but
acknowledging only by quick brushstrokes the
inconceivable complexity of non-American cultures and politics and passions. Rife with erasures
of icons that now have traumatically inscribed
themselves on American readers in previously
unimagined ways. Driven by characters taking
narcissism to previously inconceivable lengths.
Collectively, here would be something new in fiction, though parts of the Don DeLillo oeuvre could
be called post-9/11. Expect a sort of previously
unimagined wonder, somewhat disingenuous,
that people and buildings, and usable firkins and
pans, still exist.
Michaelmas 2011
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Here's wonder of another kind: Bud and
Jane in Iowa have adopted a teenage Vietnamese
refugee with astonishing talents in "recombinant
electronics" -actual creativity (not just improvising) by putting parts of one gadget with parts
of another, to form something new. Jasmine is
both friend and mother to him, and has studied
circuitry; one day when they do some soldering
she confesses that she once killed a man (her
Florida rapist). "There's nothing in this world
that's too terrible." Du Thien, who "has seen his
country, city, and family butchered, bargained
with pirates and bureaucrats, eaten filth in order
to stay alive," replies that he too has killed. "More
than one."
Here's no wonder since 9/11: probable waning of the unsturdy American novelistic plot
of mere relationships. It now looks plastic, and
there's still a vestige of it in Jasmine. As au pair
in New York, she has fallen in love with Taylor
Hayes. He and his wife Wylie both come from
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"traditional American families," in upstate New
Yark and Maryland, respectively. During the
two years Jasmine worked for them, "[t]hey
loved to go caroling, holding candles and singing their way down Claremont Avenue. In the
Christmas season, New York became just another
small town for them" -midnight church services,
Christmas goose, presents waiting till Christmas
morning.
In this old undernourished plot, only the
family-not the city or nation-feels vulnerable,
and only temporarily. Wylie finds herself in love
with another man and moves with him to Paris.
Husband and daughter are left abandoned, which
is serious, but they start getting over it. And at least
they are not cursed with waking up in America
every morning feeling the way much of the rest of
the world feels-unsafe, vulnerable, murderous if
called upon.
From Dogwood, faithfully yours,

c.v.-v-
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